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ALBUQUERQUE,

VOLUME 20

NEW MEXICO.

.

FRIDAY EVENING. JUNE 15, 1000.

CLOSING HOURS

WILLIAM J. BRYAN'S OLD MANAGER
OF STATEHOOD
CONTROVERSY
NOW WRITES ON THE BOOR1

Delegate Andrews Will

Be

BY PRESIDENT

the sincere help or

approval of his
party and its leaders. And small
credit will be given to the party for
the excellent record of the Roosevelt
administration.
In seeking a successor to Roosevelt, the people are not likely to And
him in the ranks of the republican
organization.
The logical successor,
in fact tiie man most likely to be
qualified to carry out the policies
which the people want carried out
Is Bryan, the pioneer or these policies.
Bryan Is more conservative than he
was twelve years ago. He Is more
experienced. He Is older. Not only
do I think he Is more conservative,
but I think he Is so regarded by many
people who formerly thought
him
otherwise. He Is better known. In
1896 he was a mere figure before the
country. He was abused, and made
the object of a bitter campaign of
misrepresentation
The
and abus-epurpose was to frighten people Into
voting against him.
There has been a change in public
thought. The public conscience has
iK'en quickened.
The people know
Bryan better.
The 6llver issue no longer plays
any part. It has been eliminated by
the logic of events. The truth of the
'economic, principles for which Bryan
contended has .been Memonstrated in
au unlooked for way, namely, the sudden and vast increase in tiie production of gold. Mr. Bryan believed that
the volume of money must be increased. Nobody could foresee tho vast
new supplies of gold, and It was natural to "believe that the increase in
volume of the metallic currency could
be secured only by the monetlzation
of silver. But this has been rendered
unnecessary by the coming of the
new gold. The end is accomiplishe-d- ,
namely, a return of prosperity.

Ex-Sen-

Mark Smith Gets Himself
Excoriated by Speaker
Joe Cannon.
Special to Evening Citizen:
Washington, D. C. June 15. The
statehood bill is being engrossed, and
will be signed by the speaker and
this afternoon, and by
the president tomorrow. The president will present to Delegate Androws
of New Mexico the $20 gold pen with
which he will sign the statehood bill.
The pure food bill will pass this
session. Teller passed the bill to pay
J. L. Sanderson $7,740 for damages by
Indian depredations.
The position of the democrats in
the statehood struggle, so long and
acrimonious, tout at last settled for
the present and for many years, was
thus set forth yesterday' afternoon by
Representative Moon of Tennessee, on
the floor of the house.
Speech of r. Moon.
"Mr. Speaker, the controversy between the two parties in this house in
the admission of the territories of Arizona and New Mexico and Oklahoma
and Indian Territory, has been very
sharp and strong for some years past.
The democratic party has felt that It
was to the interest of the United
States that the balance of power between sections might be preserved in
the federal senate with four states being made Instead of two of these ter
ritories. But in the consideration of
the case of Oklahoma and Indian Territory we were confronted with the
principle that has always been sacred
to the democratic party, demand of
the people of these two territories for
statehood together. Yielding our own
views in order that the voice of the
people might be heard, the minority
of the committee on territories read
ily acceded to the proposition of the
majority for the union of Oklahoma
and Indian Territory. For the same
reason we opposed the union of Arl
zona and New Mexico, because it was
apparent to us that the people of
those territories do not desire union
and we felt that it was against the
.principles of government, against the
theory of both parties to force an un
welcome union upon two territories."
Marcus Smith of Arizona.
Delegate Smith of Arizona followed
Representative Moon. Ho said, in
eubstance:
"Mr. Speaker: Three times through
the House of Representatives, twice
democratic and once republican, we
have succeeded In passing bills for the
creation of separate states of New
Mexico and Arizona. The less said
about the wav this bill has fared the
better tor the history of this coun
try.
'There Is a law in Arizona that If
one legislator trades with another, on
the legislation before that body, he is
guilty of a very high misdemeanor,
.and ir the governor shall attempt, in
teat benighted land, to influence leg
islation by promises of veto or with
holding of veto to secure other legis
lation ho goes to the yen.
"I congratulate Arizona, thanking
the house for what it has ultimately
done and we shall at the next session
of this congress, when the election re
turns are shown, demonstrate to this
house where in spite of what I con
ceive to be a bribe of $3,000,000 In
this bill and I rejected that before
the committee wo have a people
above sucTi consideration. I have no
doubt we shall come back with such a
veto on the proposed proceedings that
this will be the last we shall hear of
joint statehood for Arizona and New
nt

Mexico."

Uncle Joe Replies.
The insinuation of Smith was too
much for 'Speaker Cannon. Calling
Dalzell to the chair, the speaker took
tho floor. After expressing his approval of the union of Oklahoma and
iudiuu Territory without a vote, and
referring to the fact that New Mex-ic- u
Hiid Arizona were permitted to
vole on their union, the speaker proceeded to flay Mr. Smith to the
queen's taste. Among other thiugy, he
said:
'1 would
not have taken the floor
had not the honorable gentleman, the
delegate from Arizona, made t lie remark that there was a high penalty
for the governor of the territory to
attempt to influence legislation or for
one legislative body o attempt to
truffle in tho legislation which the
other In order to secure other legislation, if I correctly state him.
"That remark could have had but
one motive, and one meaning, and
that meaning Is that someone in the
house had sought to effect legislation
in the house as a matter of traffic to
secure attention upon this matter in
the senaie. That imputation implied,
so far as it reflects upon the speaker
of this house, so far as 1 know or believe, uiHin any other member of this
house, is as unworthy of the gentleman that uttered it und without
foundation In fact."
The applause of approval which followed the speaker's close was long,
loud, hearty, and almost uuanimous.
BEFORE
FIRST OF NEXT WEEK.
Washington. 1). C, June 15. The
statehood bill will probably not be
presented to President Roosevelt for
his signature before the first of next
week. The enrolling clerks are busy
comparing the engrossed copy with
the original bill.
NOT SIGNED

BY JAMES K. JONES,
Chairman of the National Democratic
Committee in 1896 and 1900.

have already stated In Interviews
fcr William Jennings
Bryan as the next Democratic stand
I believe he will be the
next president of the United States.
Mr. Bryan never was and will not
In the future be governed by selfish
ambition. I consider him one of the
most unselfish men I ever knew.
Even now, I believe he would step
aside and aid in the nomination and
election of another man, if it should
seem that the cause can lest be
served in that way.
The present widespread and spon
taneous movement In favcr of Bryan
Is the logic of events.
Bryan was the
pioneer of the policies which are now
so emphatically and unmistakably ap
proved by the public at large. The
proper regulation of railways, of great
monopolistic combinations of capital
all of the reforms which have
leen shown to be necessary by such
developments as the life Insurance
investigations, the beef trust scandals, and the discriminations and
bribery in Ihe business of common
carriers these are the reforms which
Mr. Bryan urged upon the country in
I

my preference
r.

1896.

The people have approved the
Roosevelt administration in its efforts
to work reforms along these lines.
But there is a feeling in. the public
mind that whatever Roosevelt has
done In this way has been without

SENATOR JONES' FORECAST
ON THE NEXT CAMPAIGN
Whoever Is the next republican
presidential nominee, he will be aided in liis campaign by the fact that
the country has been prosperous, and
that some people attribute g"od crops,
the sunshine, the rain and the fer-- :
tility of the earth to the tariff and
the administration in jxjwer. On the;
other hand, Bryan wolild be aided by
the feeling which some very sensible
people have, that a change in govern-- '
ment administration is needed every
so often; that no man, or set of men,
are good enough to, be trusted con-tlnuously with great power. This,!
and the fact that Bryan stands for
the reforms Instituted by Roosevelt,
and is the logical and trustworthy
man to carry them out, would make
James K.
for his election
Jones.

j
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TO SIGN BILL
The following article by
tor James K. Jones, of Arkansas, is
timely and especially so, Inasmuch as
Senator Jones, as chairman of the na
committee, man
tional democratic
aged both of William Jennings Bryan's campaigns for the presidency.
Editor.
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MEAT HERO'S DESCENDENTS

House Adopted
Inspection
Lock Type for Construction of Canal.
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Represented-Para-

WELL

Pageant

de

Portrays Epochs in

Ken-

tucky History.

Washington, D. C, June 15. SecreLouisville, Ky June 15. Today la
the Home Coming Jubilee, was devotLoeb gave out the following summary of the letter of President ed o Daniel Boone's memory. After
Roosevelt to Chairman Wadsworth of a floral parade the glorification (Of
the house committee on agriculture, Uoone occurred in Cherokee park.
disapproving that committee
substi- About a dozen lineal descendants of
tute for the lleverldge amendment to the great pioneer were present. Tba
the agricultural
bill, regarding in- statute of Boone, modeled ty Miss
I
t
.'
Enad Yandell, of Louisville, was unspection of meat products:
,
,
I
"In the letter to Wadsworth. the veiled.
president stated that almost every
.
,:
''X..
Particulars Mors In Detail.
4.M
change in the proposed house amendLouisville, Ky., June 15. Today is
ment and that no matter how united
the committee was In tho president's Daniel Boone Day, so far the greatest
Judgment, had been so framed as to day of the Home Coming Week. The
minimize the chance of rooting out two principal features of the day will
the evils of the packing business; that be the grand pageant and the monster
thl nraotilnnt flf it umiil.l ilniiMlana ball at the Armory, which will follow
suit those packers who objected to a! Immediately after the parade.
The pageant will portray the difthorough going Inspection, but that
he also felt it would In the long run ferent epochs of Kentucky history In
be a heavy blow to the honest stock fourteen floats. The first will repreraiser and the honest packer; and sent the aboriginal period, 1770, when
that the proposed amendment- would Kentucky was in possession of the
gravely hamper the Secretary of Agri- Indians. The period of adventure,
by the
culture in doing the work appointed 1780, will be represented
him to do, and would simply defer the second float, which will show the adThe third
day when we could resore foreign and vent of Daniel Boone.
interestate trade on meat to a satis- tableau, representing the period of
factory condition. The president had conflict, 1790, will show the conflict
explained verbally that he felt less for the supremacy of the races. The
concerne with the question as to period of victory, 1800, will be reprewhether the packers or the govern-fe- sented In the fourth tableau and It will
should pay for Inspection than he bo followed by other tableaux, repreVV.
Latest picture of
J. Bryan. Mr. Bryan sat for this photograph did with
certain other features of the senting the period of settlement, 1810;
government, 1820; agriculture,
biiT."
1830;
two weeks before he left for his trip around the world.
1840;
education,
1850;
Chairman Wadsworth says he will Industry,
heroism,
I860;
science,
1870;
culture,
make no statement whatever regard1880
so
ton.
and
ing the president's criticism of the
BRYAN
WILLIAM
COAL TROUBLES END
The ball will be held In the armory
meat inspection amendment. Other
members of the committee, who at- and it is expected that fully ten
FATHER AND SON
the informal conference today, thousand people will dance on that
. IN WEST BUT GET tended
said that the committee will "stand occasion. It will be the greatest ball
ever held In this state and the most
pat" on the substitute. After a
preparations
have been
with the members of his com- elaborate
Bryan, Sr., Sailed For Stock- Worse in East Agreement mittee who voted for the substitute, made to insure its success. The
Wadsworth discussed the matter with dancing floor is 270 feet long and 200
Speaker1 Cannon. It is pointed out feet wide, giving 54,000 spuare feet of
holm After Another Day
Reached in Kansas City
that the lack of night inspection, to dancing, space. Allowing ten square
which the president calls attention as feet to each couple, at least 5,000
Mas Been
in Parliament.
being one of the faults of the substi- couples will be able to dance at the
tute. Is provided for In two paragraphs samo time, making a total of more
than ten thousand dancers. There
of the substitute bill.
BESIEGED FOR HIS VIEWS ADOPTED BY 1400 MAJORITY
An informal conference of those will be two bands, one to furnish the
members of the house commltte on dance music, the other to play
agriculture, whose votes authorized promenade music between dances.
Young Bryan Arrived at Home For Operators Near Pittsburg Refuse the epart on the substitute meat inspection bill, to which the president
IS
objects, began at 11:30 today.
a Visit to His Sister Before
to Sign the Scale, Throwing
Sundry Civil Appropritalons.
1000 Men Out.
Opening of School.
.
The house, today resumed consideration of the sundry civil appropriaSt. Petersburg, June 15. William J.
Fort Smith, Ark.. June 13. The tel tion bill.
Bryan sailed this afternoon for Stock- lers completed the count here today
Mckinley county grandjury
Sixteen Hours' Work.
holm, lie devoted his last day in St. of the referendum vote on the Kancharges gallup
on
The
house
committe
interstate
Petersburg to calling on Premier
sas City agreement, reached last
keeper with death
with whom he had an hour's week between tho soft coal operators and foreign commerce today authorof w. a. jones.
talk, and to another visit to the lower and miners of the southwest. The ized a favorablo report on the senate
house of parliament, where lie re- agreement affecting Arkansas, Indian bill making the maximum number of Special to The. Evening
Citizen.
mained throughout the morning ses- Territory and Missouri was carried by hours on continued work for railroad
Gallup, N. M., Juno 15. The McKIn-le- y
sion.
l,4tw, or about a
major trainmen sixteen, to be followed by a
county
grand
Jury
yesterday reFor a time Bryan was the center of ity. Tho Kansas miners previously rett for a period of ten hours.
turned a true bill charging Gregory
attraction in t tie lobby, holding a reg- favored the agreement. This, there
Page
with
tho murder of Walter A.
In the house today, I,ittauer; memular reception.
fore, ends the strike in the southwest
Deputations of Jews and Poles and the miners expect to return to ber of the committee on appropria- Jones.
tions, offered an amendment, to trie
wanted him to define his attitude on work next Monday.
The murder with which Page t&
Iiaragrapli In the sundry appropriaquestions affecting them, and he was
charged was committed on New Year's
bill,
125,000,000
appropriating
tion
for
b sieged by foreign and Russian
ONE THOUSAND MEN
day, early in the morning. Jones, a
anxious to secure his
THROWN OUT OF WORK continuation of the Panama canal, and
sawyer in the employ of the governapproviding
part
no
sum
that
of
the
views on the outcome of the parliaPittsburg, Pa., June 15. The mines propriated shall be
arrived in Gallup on au early
used for the ment,
mentary struggle here.
of tho Cornell, Creighton and Mc
morning train from Virginia, and
canal
a
of
of the
construction
proHut beyond the expression of
Kean Coal companies, in he neigh
went to tho Page hotel. Jones was
sea level type. Burton, of Ohio, drinking
found Interest in the fight the Rus- borhood ot iarentum, Pa., closed to
In
saloon In the Pago hosian people are making for liberty, day on account of the refusal of the was recognized for one hour for a tel building,thewhen
he was assaulted
speech
lock
favor
canal.
in
the
of
and tiie deep impression made upon oiierators to pay the Pittsburg scale.
by some one. He received a blow on
Canal Type Adopted.
him by tho Russian parliament, Bryan Pickets have bi en
stationed about the
house adopted the look typeJ the 'head, from which resulted an afdeclined to make any statement.
mines, but no trouble is expected. forThe
of tho brain. Whne suffering
the Panama canal, by a vote of fection
About I.imhi men are Idle.
110 to 30. The provision was made from this aff;ction, Jones walked out
WILLIAM J. BRYAN, JR..
a part of the sundry civil appropria- of the second story window of the
RETURNS HOME.
tion bill, which appropriated $25,000,-nn- European hotel of Gallup and fracLincoln, Neb., June 15. William J. ANOTHER SUIT FILED
tured his hip and received other into continue work on the canal.
Bryan, Jr., returned to Ills home today,
juries, from which he later died.
AGAINST A. L. MORGAN
greater
part
traveling
over
the
after
The case attracted wide attention
ROOT AND PARTY WILL
of tho world with his parents and sisfrom the fact that Page, wha was
START ON JULY FOURTH. charged
COMPANY
ter. He said he would visit his mar- THE JAFFA GROCERY
committing the assault
Washington, J).
June lo. July 4 on Jones,wltJi
BRINGS ACTION AGAINST JOHN
ried sister in Denver for a while, and
Is one of the well known
as
has
by Secre
been
th
fixed
date
ACTO
ON
McLEAN
RECOVER
prepare
milithen
for entrance to a
tary Root for his departure from New citizens of Gallup. It was stated at
COUNT.
tary academy in Indiana.
Young
York on the United StaKs
cruiser the time of the killing that Jones hao.
Bryan expects to enter the United
V. B. Childers today tiled Charleston,
Attorney
Rio
Janerlo,
Brar Insulted .Mrs. Page, and it was for
for
do
army
States
after completing his aca- suit in the district court for K. J. 1'ost sell, where he is to attend the third
this offense that Page committed the
demic course.
assault.
& Co., against A. I.. Morgan, Andres I
conference.
Romero and .Mcliton Chaves, to reSOUTHWESTERN RAILROADS
CONGREGATION A LISTS MEET
2.
which the plaintiff alcover
EFFECT OF STATEHOOD
IN DUBUQUE,
IOWA.
EXPECT LARGE BUSINESS. leges Is due E. J. Post &. Co., for maIN INDIAN TERRITORY.
Dubuque, Iown, Juno 15. The
St. Ijotiiri, Mo., June 15. Probably terial and services rendered, including
Muskogee, I. T., June 15. The!
session of tho Assothe best evidence that general pros- attorney's fees.
greatest disturbance that will occur in ciation ofannual
Congregational churches of
perity will prevail to a surjrising deThe suit is one of several suits ollic ial life in Indian Territory, fol- - Iowa opened
here today with, a celegree during the autumn ami winter Ibrouglit against A. Ij. Morgan, the
bration of the twentieth anniversary
are the arrangements
which the contractu!, in relation to the build- bill, will now be over the federal of
tho Woman's Home Missionary
y
southwestern railroads ate making to ing of a
building on South courts. Indian Territory finally will Union
of this state.
The attendance
take care of their iniuiense traffic. FirM street.
compromise on one federal district, Is large and all parts of the
state is
The Indications now ;:re that the regof
bo
one
and
set
will
federal
but
there
The Jaffa Grocery company vs. John oftlcers where now there are four. represented.
ular equipment of tl. e roads will be
Insufficient to handle the business and McLean and wife is a suit tiled tixlay There aro each of the four federal dis RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION
as a result, many of the southwestern by it. W. D. Bryan. The action is trlcts two Judges, each drawing a salIN THE PHILIPPINES.
railroads have placed large orders for brought to recover on account the sum ary of $5,000. In each district there
Manila, P. I., June 15. Preliminary
upon which there is a i rei'it is
freight cars of every description, to be of $
i.
drawing
a United States marshal,
work on the 'Philippine Island raildelivered during the summer and of
$11100
salary, who has on an av- roads will begin at once. Korty enearly part of the fall.
erage
gineers
thirty officers and Held deputies.
and physicians, who arrived at
Food Exhibit,
Milan, June 1.",. The special ex- There are nlso many territorial of- Manila on June 9 and 10, left today
YARN SPINNERS OF THE
go
out of ofllce.
for Hollo, to begin operations.
hibition of foods ami beverages in ficials who will
SOUTH CONGREGATE.
connection with the international exMt. Airy, Ga.. June 1.". The con- hibition which opened here on April
vention of Southe rn Soft Yarn Spin- 15, was opened today. It is, unners' Assoeiaton, opened here today doubtedly to Americans, the moht inwith a large attendance.
The con- teresting part of the exhibition and
'
' i
4 '4
vention Includes not only members there ate more American exhibitors
Special to The Evening ( itizeii.
4
and delegates of lb" association, hut In tint section than iu any other in
Washington, I). "., June 15. There are cer'ain members of the
many soft yarn spinners of the south the eiitite exhibit ion. The exhibition
United Slaws senate who never talk. Some are effective, and
who are not members of the associaincludes ail kinds of food products,
some are "rubber stamps.' That Is just as it bappein.
y
tion. W. J. Cannon, of Concord, N. C, prcsened and canned goods of all
The sib nt ones Include Crane, of
is president of the organization and kinds, meats, vegetables and fruits,
who never
under any circumstances, says anything;
Wet more, cf Rhode
F. C. Hutchinson, of Charlotte, secrealso various appliances used in the
Island, who Is Aldrlch's "rublier stamp; " Smoot, of Utah; Kean.
tary and treasurer.
various presenilis and canning inof New Jersey, another Aldrtch "rubber stamp;" Martin, of Vir- - 4
dustries. American manufacturers of
ginia; Piatt, of New York; Millard, of Nebraska; Warner, of Mis- New York Monty Market.
food products are unusually well repsouri; Ailee. of Delaware; Nixon, of Nevada; Dick, of Ohio; Bulke- - 4'
Money on call, resented.
New York, June 1.1
They are seeking to obley and Brandegee, of Connecticut;
Itimer, of Sjuth Caroliuia; T
higher, at 3 i fi " per i cut ; prinio mer- tain a foot bold in the southern marV
par kets of Kurope, to make up for their 4 Gearin, of Oregon, and Clark, of Montana.
cantile paper, r, fi j p-- cent
'
V
silver, 64e.
f
losses in the German markets.
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FOR MURDER
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hotel

Gore-myke-

SENATOR JAMES K. JONES.

two-thir-

IN

SOME AFFAIRS

PAGE

1

CONDITION

NUMBER 14G

Summary of President's Statue of Great Pioneer
Letter to Chairman
Was Unveiled After
Floral Parade.
Wadsworth

JAMES K. JONES SAYS THAT FREE SILVER IS DEAD,
BUT
AND THAT BRYAN, OLDER, BROADER,
STANDING
FOR
THE REFORMS THAT THE PEOPLE ARE NOW DEM ANDING, WILL
BRYAN NOT RULED BY SELFISH AMBE ELECTED PRESIDENT
BITIONBRYAN THE PIONEER IN POLICIES NOW SO EMPHATICALLY APPROVED BY THE PUBLIC.

Presented With $20
Gold Pen Used

o

RUSSIA

IS

EXTREMELY SERIOUS

ds

1

d

Member of Parliament From the Rostrum
Threatens Murder of Minister of Wan
Slaughter of Jews Unprovoked.

o

The press with the Injured, but it Is impossible,
to ascertain 'the number of casualties,
ism over yesterday's events in the as many of the injured are .hidden in
lower house of parliament. Tho situ- - private houses. All of the Jewish
ation is strained to the breaking .shops on four of the principal streets
were sacked. The military and k
I clnt.
aro nnw guarding the
The attempt of Military Procurator lice patrols no
civilians are allowed
siretts and
General Pavlbff. in behalf of War to
leave their houses. A sort of
Minister Rudiger, to shirk tho respon- - armed
has been established,
sibility of military executions to the pending truce
the complete restoration of
minister of the interior, is a palpable order.
evasion of tho issue raised by the
According to Information furnished
house and echoed throughout the
country. The result Is that a storm tho Associated Pptss correspondent,
( f indignation
has been aroused and who arrived here this morning, ati
being augumented by tho cool at- tacks fn the Jews were prevoked by,
tempt of the government to invade the the throwing of a bomb into a religInviolability of the members of par- ious procession yesterday, seriously
liament and to demand the expulsion wounding a priest. Father Fed aro ff,
who was at the head of the procesof M. L'llanoff. Whether the government dares to follow up legally the sion, and several of his assistants.
refusal of the house to expel I'lianofT This aroused the Clir.stian .populaand its flouting of Procurator Pavloff, tion, and although the perpetrators of
the ctttrage were unknown, the reIs now the question.
M. Allavin, leader of the peasui.t sponsibility was placed on the Jews,
workman group, openly boasted yes- and a mob formed, which for several
About
terday from the rostrum that the hours ravaged thtir quarters.
death of the ministers would be the twenty persons were killed and a
country's rejoinder to the govern- number wounded.
ment's refusal to abolish the death
RAVAGED ESTATE BECAUSE
penalty.
SUPERINTENDENT HARSH.
Some newspapers heliep that yesterday's events definitely foreshadow
Kursk, Russia, June 15. Thirty
the government's intention to dissolve peasants, who were charged with deparliament, and they emphasize the vastating au estate near here of M.
military conspiracy of the oflireies of Stichlnsky, minister of agriculture,
the guard regiments, which is pro- have been acquitted by a Jury, owing
gressing unchecked before everybody's' to the testimony furnished regarding
eyra at the capital.
the extreme harshness of the .superAgitation anions the workmen here intendent of the estate.
Is increasing and several strikes are
already in operation.
PEASANTS ARF. TAKING
LANDS,
POSSESSION OF
v
MASSACRE OF JEWS
5.
Cossacks
Tver, Russia, June
AT BIALYSTOK, YESTERDAY. anil dragoons have been dispatched to
Hialystok, Russia. June 15. So far two districts here, where the peasas can be ascertained, thirty Jews ants, losing patience at the inaction
were killed during yesterday's out-- of parliament, are inking possession
break here. The hospitals are filled of the lands.
St. Petersburg, June

15.

is unanimous iu its profound pessim-
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most agreeable men I ever
Knew, no can nt in, no matter wnni
kind of a crowd he's In. And every- body finds the ossified man hard tot
got along with. Did yon notice the'
womnn with the snakes?'
'Yes."
Bay
'A lovely woman, I might
charming. We call our man with tho
tattoo marks all over him Russell
Rage. He's always afraid somebody's
trying to beat him."
Letter
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Most Anything
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ALMOND,

to overcome tho prejudice aroused by
hat man Roosevelt pleases me groat-- ,
ly. In fact, nothing 'you have ever
done has leen so gratifying. Some-- !
Imes, when I watch you blowing vour
brains out with those ful smelling
Turkish cigarettes, or when you'ro rlg-- i
god out in a masquerade 'hall costume
so you can Illuminate an abandoned
e::--

pasture that's

sjioilcd

iieen

HEAT Wdl.L
YOUR COMPLEXION

IF YOU

4TH OR 5TH OF JULY.

is the most ex
know," declared
Mrs. SmithoTs. "Every cent her hus
band gives her she spends ou her
back.
"Humph!" grunted Smithers.
"Why that 'humph?' "
"I was just thinking of what she
wore to the ball. He must be a dreadfully stingy man.'

Jl'V

PP.

ROOM 12, N. T. AR.MIJO BUILDING

D. A. SLEYSTER
REAL

INSURANCE,

ESTATE
PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.
NOTARY

wedding was a military affair and a
large number of prominent officers of
the Army and Navy were present at
the wedding. The bridegroom, the
bride's father, the best man and most
of the ushers were in full dress uniforms. Bishop Cortlandt Whitehead of
Pittsburg, cousin cf the bride's father,
performed the ceremony, assisted by
the Rev. Ixiuls Shreve Osborne, rector of the Trinity church. One of the
bridesmaids was Miss Christine Roosevelt, daughter of W. E. Roosevelt and
another was Miss Ethel Seckendorff,
daughter of Count Seckendorff, of
Washington.
Victor Cushman, a
brother of the groom, acted as best
man.
RESERVATION TO
OPEN TO SETTLEMENT.
Billings, Mont., June 15. In accord:
ance with President Roosevelt's proclamation the Crow Indian reservation
in this state, containing about one
million acres, Is to be opened to settlers. The registration for the drawing began today In this city, In Miles
City, Mont., and at Sheridan, Wyo.
Hundreds of entries were placed on
the records. The registration books
will be kept c.pen for two weeks and
the drawing will be held in this city
on July 2. The lands will be opened
for entry on July 16.
CROW

INTERSTATE COMMERCE
HOLD INVESTIGATION.
Cleveland, O., June 14. The Interstate Commerce commission resumed
the hearing of .testimony concerning
the alleged rebate arrangements be
tween the Standard Oil company and
various railroad compaks today. A
number of Standard Oil officials "will
le given an onoprt unity to answer the
cnarges maue against the company.
N

NEW YORK YACHT CLUB
SEASON OPENS TODAY.
New Y'ork, June 15. The New
Y'ork Yacht club opened Its yachting
season today and Is holding its annual spring regatta on the Sound. The
number of entries is unusually large
and includes some of tne fastest
boats of this locality. Tile race is
lielng held over a course off the club
station at Glen Cove.
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tojatrons.

Tho undersigned nas left on his va
cation and will not return to his office until about the

brl-itle-
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Y'our plans, perhaps, have all gone

3

wrong,

Keep on.
The road may be loth rough
long,

and

Keep on.
The man who's sure to make a hit
Is one whose brain Is bucked by grit.
Reward ne er came to him who quit
Keep on.
With kicks the first warm days you
greet.
Keep on.
If cussing helps you bear the heat,
Keep on.
You know you're much too warmly
dressed.
IJke furs your winter flannels rest
Upon your back the one's you'd best
Keep on.
"I suppose freaks have peculiar depositions and are mighty hard to get
along with."
"Some of them are, but not all of
them," replied the manager of the
"Now,

Hide-sho-

man.

tad?"

Y'ou

there's the fat

wo

noticed what a Jaw she

"Yes, she looks very cross."
"And she Is. A man'd have bard
work getting around her. And vain!
you never Baw nybody so puffed up!
Then there's the dwarf. He's a mean
cuas In some ways the smallest man
I ever knew. Tbe living skeleton Is

--

6--

High-Frequen- cy

first-clas-

m
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CONGRESSMAN

JAMES

'
t
MODERN ARITHMETIC.
T

er

-

3 pints make 1 quart.
5 quarts make 1 gallon.
11 ounces make 1 pound.

''

ANN IN HIS "GROCERY."

M

fI
t

'

a,

nine bottles did not hold a pint. H
giussed that he would see for himself,
so with tho thelp of Steven he bought
groceries in the open market in all
the larger cities of the country. Then
they started In to measure and weigh.
There were over a thousand pack- ages and Mann says that not a Bingle
one has been found to contain the
quantity advertised. Not one In a
thousand! Tluy were shy from 2 to 50
i'er cent.

Special Correspondence.
Washington, D. C, June 13. "Jim
Mann's grocery store," U located on
the top floor of the Capitol building,
It is n t really a grocery store, but
that Is what the members of the house
Ho found tbat it takes five quart
call it.
Hundreds of packages of all sorts bottles to make a gallon; that the
boxes, cans and Imttles are stacK- - breakfast foods are notoriously scaia
ed up on the shelves and tables, and In weight and tbat tinned meats are
behind a fine pair of brass scales, frauds.
small
Congressman Jas. R. Mann of Chicago'
Incidentally ho discovered
may he seen almost evtry evening .cheats of many Interim. Ing sorts. He
weighing groceries. Mann and Con- - found that ono firm in Ntw York
gressman Fred C. Stevens of St. Paul has been selling cotton seed oil in
are members of tho committee on in- - liottles copied alter a popular Italian
terstate commerce, which has charge brand, and has U'en selling it -to the
car
dininof the
uit tod bill in tbe house. Pennsylvania railway'
They will lead the tight for its pas- - service and to ono of the swellest
age.
clubs In New Yak at the price ol
packages good olive oil.
Mann heard tint pound
Th pure food bill will come up nex'
held less than a pound; that quart
cans contained less than a quart; that winter.
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ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
OfiTtetM and Directom.
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YOUR ACCOUNT

$

IS WELCOME

AT THE

.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

We want your banking business, whether your account be large
or small, and offer in return for same every attention and business
courtesy, the account will warrant.
We take every precaution
to
guard the interests of our depositors. Our bank is equipped with
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted
to its care receives tbe PERSONAL attention of one of its officers.

I.

DIRECTORS.
WM. FARR.
O. N. MARRON.
J. A. WEINMAN. I. A. DYE
D. H. CARNS.
F. H. STRONG.
E. A. MIERA.
JAY A. HUBBS.
J. B. HERNDON.
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ESTABLISHED 1171

PUTNEY
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WHOLESALE GROCERS
Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stork of Staple Grocerlaa
in the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERUI. N. U.

RAILl DAD AVENUE

ooooo

o-

-

NOT AT HOME?
You can't feel at home when your
plumbing is all out of order. You're
likely to get "all cut of order," too,
conditions.
because of unsanitary
Avoid annoyance, disease and greater
expense later on by letting us get
your plumbing "ship shape," and keeping it that way. Suppose we look
through your house and quote you
best prices.
We carry the finest line of Garden
Hose in the city.

Standard Heating & Plumbing

que, N. M.

Auto phone, 671.

CULTURE.

te

8ANTA FE

&

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

A. L. Morgan.

The latest scientific appliances and
up to date methods for treating the
face, hair and scalp, complexion
steaming and bleaching, manicuring
and shampooing.
Electrolytic Automatic Water Massage; Electric
Hair Dry
er: Radio Bell, one of the latest seien
tlfle discoveries in the treatment of
the skin by colored light rays and
heat.
SUITE 35 and 36, BARNETT BLDG.
Auto 'phone 726.
Ft. Bayard, N. M-- , June 4. Sealed
proposals in triplicate for installing
and and vacuum chamber and extension of water system here, will be received until 11 a. m.. June 18, 1906,
and then opened. Information furnished on application. U. S. reserves
the right to accept or reject any or all
proposals or any part thereof. Envelopes containing proposals should
bo endorsed "I'roposals for installing
sand and vacuum chamber and extension of water system" and addressed
to Capt. S. P. Vestal. Quartermaster.

Oil

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

BUILDER.

Mrs. M. Helena Leonard.
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
Late of New York City.

0S!S!S

SOLOMON

The INDEPENDENT. CONTRAC
TOR AND BUILDER. Estimates ar
cheerfully furnished; Job work solicited. Automatic 'phone, 724; shop at
911 North
Second street, AlbuquerBEAUTY

DEPOSITS

every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

424
North Second street.
Phones Auto., 311; Colo., Black 35.
Residence 'phone. Auto., 747.

CONTRACTOR

SAVINGS

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Office,

From a Newspaper of 1950.
ordinance was passed last night
by the city council, giving the health
officer authority over tho airship lines.
There have been many complaints in
tho last year of airship passengers expectorating out of the windows and
every i ffort to induce tho president
of the line to equip car windows with
devices that would prevent passengers
from sprinkling the city has failed.
The council had been appealed to a
number of limes, but failed to take
any action to stop the nuisance. However, it settled the question last night,
when t ho mayor reported that yesterday noon, as the San Francisco Air
limited, was passing over the
TAKE APLUNGE
c.ty. tho chef on the diner dumped a
in the
bucket if potato skins, coffee grounds
SWIMMING POOL.
an i water on him.
Open Daily,
604 North First Street.
Try a Cltlzeu Want ad.
10 a. m. to 10 p. m.
An

ON

Dr. F. L. Schneider.

Pair of heavy
gloves.
Owner can recover same
upon celling nt The Citizen office
and paying for his notice.
Mis. xiamijiin, at ner parlors, No
20LI
West Railroad avenue, Is pre
pared to give thorough scalp treat
muit, do hair dressing, treat corns
She
bunions and ingrowing nails.
gives massage treatment and manlcur
lng. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of complexion oream builds up the
skin and
improves the complexion,
and Is guaranteed not to be injurl
ous. she also prepares a hair tonic
that cures and prevents dandruff and
nair falling out; restores life to dead
hair; removes moles, warts and superfluous hair. Also a face powder,
freckle cure and pimple cure and pile
cure. All of these preparations ar
purely vegetable compounds. Have
Just added a vibrator machine for
treatment of scalp, face and cure of
wrinkles. It is also used for rueuma-tlsni- ,
pulus and massage.
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ed of the liorrors of the place, nobody
wm accept the invitation, but the
"Yes, I think It's because he's hard advertisement
made It look as though
of hearing."
we were afraid of nothing and that
confident a visit to the place
"The strain of running an automo- we are
be our vindication. Y'our statebile must be more than anylody who will
ment that you hoped the government
never tried It can understand."
pass a strict inspection bill wae
"Yes, but it's nothing compared to would
another good move. I hope you said
the strain wben you can t run it.
you did not wish a bill that would
place
cost of inspection on tone
The Kansas man who declined the packer,the
explaining profits were so lew
appointment ae United States senator we
could not bear any additional exis said to be superstitious. However, pense,
Impressing everybody with
it wasn't superstition he showed in the factandthat
the packers must boar
declining. That was respectability.
the expense, as they can neither reChancellor Day has come to the de duce price paid for the live stock nor
fense of the beef trust. However, we raise the prices of the finished proshouldn't allow this to arouse any duct. Tnat will make the farmer and
more feeling against the packers, stock raiser think we are protecting
They are not to blame for everything nim, and at the same time make the
consumers think we are looking after
in tbe world.
them.
In 2050.
I spoke in the beginning of my let"What was the matter with the mid ter about Turkish cigarettes.
Why
night airship? It "was more than an shouldn't we smoke them? Here for
years
we've been selling pig
hour late."
"It ran into an unchartered meter and cattle hair for a few cents a
pound
fog
breaker."
when we might Just as well
and broke its
worked tnat stuff tip into Turkish
A Well Known Stakeholder.
cigarettes at one cent apiece. Think
"I suppose that rich uncle of yours of the number of cigarettes a pound
remembered you when he made his of hair would make. They might be
will."
lacking in flavor, but I think they
"I guess so. The last time I saw him would smell as good as the genuine
alive we had a row, and he dldn article. If they didn't smell bad enough
leave me a cent."
we could hire' a lot of Turks to roll
them and then they would be all
Kicker.
right.
Only a woman's mind can compass
I sail for home tomorrow.
I feel
the reasoning that makes that sex confident
is coming out
cut off 10 cents worth of sleeves in all right, everything
but I want to be on the
order to wear $4 worth of gloves. ground. We
will find our Aldrich to
Maysvllle (Ky.) Bulletin.
see that we get a square deal, but I
"Now, look at me remarked the prefer to be within easy reach of
platter. "I never was any good until Washington. There are three or four
I was fired. That was years ago, but fellows there who owe me a little
messenger work, and I want to be
I'm still in the service."
"Oh, you're net the only one," the where I can put my finger on the
corned beef growled. "I was canned buzzer.
Your affectionate father,
once."
JOHN BEEFHAM.
"We must not forget what we owe
to Shakespeare," said the sweet girl ARMY OFFICER SUCCUMBS
graduate.
TO CUPID'S WILES.
Newark, N. J., June 15. Miss Elean
"Tell 'im to turn in his bill and I'll
or
Forrester
Parker,
yawned
check,'
eldest daughter
the old
send 'im a
man. "And I hope that's the end of of Lieut. Col. James Parker of the
Thirteenth U. S. Cavlary. now station-ethe graduation bills."
at Fort Riley, Kas., and Lieut. Guy
'I knew her quite well when I was Cushman of the Eleventh U. S. Cav
first married."
alry, stationed at Fort Des Moines,
"I beg your pardon," said the young Iowa, were married yesterday at
lady from Boston, "you don't mean Trinity Episcopal church. Miss Par
that. You mean you knew her "
ker is a granddaughter of Cortlandt
"I mean Just wnat I said. You for- Parker, Sr.. of Newark, and a niece of
get that I lived in Chicago for a year Congressman R. Wayne Parker. The
and made two trips to North Dakota."

"Mrs. Gaddlngton

at

ALVARADO PHARMACY
6
First and Gold Ave.

SDeaks."

mi surplus,

Capital

-

IF YOU WANT help of any kind, or
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
employment
f any kind, 'phone,
call, or write Abraham's EmployCo
ment, office, 12o West Silver avenue, at the Elite cafe. 'Phones, On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
Automatic. 37!; Colorado. 2S9.
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSB
WANTED.
as low as $10.00 and as high
WANTED Sewing by the day. 114Vi as $200.00. Loans are quickly njade
one
North Second street.
Time:
and strictly private.
WANTED .Man or Iwiy, for board, to month to one year given. Goods redo light chores. Hill's well ranch, main In your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us besix miles down valley.
WANTED Girl for hotel, city; good fore borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
stenograpner.
Abraham's Employtickets to and from all
ment office, 120 West Silver ave- Steamship parts
of the world.
nue, at the Elite cafe.
Rooms t and 4, Grant Bldg.
WANTED
UeutleniL'ii'a second-hanSIS West Railroad Ate.
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
PRIVATE OFFICES.
south of viaduct. Send address and
Ooen Evenings.
proprietor.
Sweeney,
will call. R. J.
-- $250WANTED Two carpenters, $4 per
day; 2 blacksmiths. $3.50 per day;
25 men for Watrous. $1.75 per day;
25 men for Eprls, $2 per day; 25 Buys a lot on South Edith street,
men for Grand Canyon, $2 per day; snap for somebody. Also
25 men for San Aatonlo, $1.75 per
day. Abraham's Employment ofTENT HOUSE
fice, No. 120 West Silver avenue, at
FOR SALE.
the Elite cafe.
FOfl RENT.
FOR
Rooms
RENT
at Coyote
PORTERF1ELD COMPANY.
Springs. For terms, address, T. J.
(Incorporated.)
Topham, City.
110 West Gold Avenue.
FOR RENT Store room opposite the
. .postofflce;
possession, July 10. M.
x. St a mm.
work and conveyancing.
Notarial
in
FOR RENT Three-rooHouse
the Highlands, $12 per month. AdCARDS
PROFESSIONAL
dress, Highlands, Citizen office
FOR RENT Pleasant front rooms for
LAWYERS.
housekeeping. Rent reasonable. 524
West Railroad avenue.
M. Bona.
Ira
FOR RENT New,
modern
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 F street
house, furnished; $20 per month; N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
no invalids. Apply 1021 North lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
First street.
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished cot
R. W. O. Bryan.
tage, piano, etc.. and other rooms,
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
very cheap. Mrs. E. K. Norris, que, N. M. Office, First National
east end of viaduct. Apply at Bank building.
store.
E. W. Dobson.
FOR RENT Two pleasant furnished
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crem
rooms for light housekeeping; also well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
two pleasant adobe rooms for sleeping or light housekeeping. Mrs.
DENTISTS.
Rutherford, 517 South Droadway.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
FQR SALE.
'
Dental Surgeon.
FOR SALE Horse. 218 South .WalRooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
ter street.
the GoldeD Rule Dry Goods company,
FOR SALE GO laying hens. Inquire Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mail.
Lusted ranch, or address Box 158.
Edmund J. Alaer. 0. D. 8.
FOR SALEA, handsome Hardman
Office
No. 30S Railroad avenue.
piano, In nee condition and almost
new, at a bargain. For particu- hours, 8:80 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:80
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 4t2. ap
lars, call at this office.
polntments made by mall
douole-ba- r
FOR SALE V nm-ciusshotgun; bran new
reled,
PHYSICIANS.
never has been used; one of th
best makes. Call at Toe Citizen of
DR. R. L. HUST,
flee for particulars.
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Office,
FDR SALE Homo ice plant; capacity
Tuberculosis treated with
is one ton of ice per day; refrigElectrical Current and Gererator in connection. In
Treatments given each day
condition. Tony Mllchelbach, Old micide.
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
Town.
Both 'phones.
In attendance.
FOR, SALE A Vose & Son parlor
OK. W. G. SHADRACH,
grand piano, in use only four
months, cause of selling, sickness. Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
Will sell to first fair offer. Inquire
and Throat.
at 702 West Coal avenue.
Occullst and Aurist for Santa Fe coas
Five-rouFOR SALE
frame house, lines. Office, 313
West Railroad
with orchard, two acres of ground; avenue.
one block from Twelfth street car
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 6
line; in coming residence portion p. m-of the Lowlands. Good investment.
UNDERTAKER.
9H9 North Eleventh Btreet.
Colo. Red 115.
house, Auto, 'phone 316.
FOR SAIJ3 A seven-rooA. BORDERS,
newly painted, all modern conBlack
veniences, with six lots, trees and Commercial Club Building,
and white hearse, $5.
shrubbery. A snap to any one looking for a home. J. M. Wilkinson,
ARCHITECTS.
Wool Scouring mills.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
FOR SALE Stock and timber ranch;
about 7d0 acres fenced; 30 neaa oi ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett building
cattle, 3 horses; wagons, tools and Albuquerque. N. M. Both 'phones.
farming Implements.
Two
CIVIL ENGINEER.
houses, barn, and large corral. Only
two miles from railroad. Adjoining
J. R. Farwell,
Plenty of
government reservation.
Room 23. N. T. Armljo Building.
water. Price. $4,500. Easy terms.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
N. Peach & Co., real estate dealers,
212 West Gold, avenue.
Thos. K. D. Maddlson,
FOR SALE Two sets ol snelvlng, Office with W. B. CUilders, 117 Wset
sixteen-foot
two
long;
ninety feet
Gold avenue.
counter.
counters; one thirty-foo- t
VETERNINARIAN.
Call at F. F. Trotter's.

iVloney

ctflTS

and

B. F. CO

Telemeasent-e- r

m

NEW MEXICO

phone dlract, or call, and the ad will appear according to your with.

205 East Railroad Ave.

Notice

ALBUQUERQUE

OUT

HIGHLAND PHARMACY

What are you going to do "
Jesse James won has passed the
Well," Charley answered, "under
Once
In
Missouri.
bar examination
the conditions, I think I may sav I am
more you see the Influences of hered going
to meet the situation.'
That's the way the expression
situation" started.
Hetty Green's son says he Intends "meet the
have met the situation nobly,
to spend $30,000 to defeat the boss of myYou
son. Your advertisement inviting
or is it re
the Texas republicans
the public to call and Inspect our
'
publican?
plant rang every bell in the gallery.
s
always Of course, after all that's been printBurnera
"How softly

travagant woman

Only

Sold

my way.

fAWt.U'fiMa

25

BOTTLE

by

the Western Union or Poetal
TTf
i J l C graph office for an A. D. T.
C I tTPHflWr
buy, and vend your ad with the cana to The Citizen office, or tele-

RUIN

WATCH

DO

c"

l

tised through them.

HAZEL

THE

bunkers, I feel that you sre the result
of a gypsy curse placed on me. Hut
occasionally, when left to your own
resources, you do something that
leads me to believe you have human
Intelligence.
Your action reminds me of Charley
Hobbies, a friend of early days, dead
now, iKwr fellow.
Ho was a bright
one, and If he had lived he d have
made old Phil Armour look like a village butcher. Once ho was trying to
land a certain Job and he didn't wish
the people who controlled Jt to know
he was after it. He was trying to
make the Job come to him, and that's
a different operation, but Charley
performed it successfully.
'I seo that Job has come to you,
said one of his friends, after it had
been offered to him.
"Yes," said Charley, "it has come

More than angry father Stop that
confounded drumming! What in thunder are you doing?
Neyerbusy daughter Why, father
I'm only running over something on
the piano.
"Well, stop It. It sound more 'Ike
you were running something over thu
piano."

BENZOIN AND
CREAM.

WITCH

t

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Per Word Insertion

we have not failed before, that your
r,lY upon It.
not thrown away. We have also rented hundreds of houses
by ovr went ade, as well as sold nearly everything we have adver-

and you

money

15, 1906.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If so, we can secure tt for yog by small
want ad. in The Evening Citizen. It only costs

One Cent

THIS HOT, DRY WEATHER
WILL ItUIN YOUR COMPLEXION, AND UNLESS YOU USE
OUR

Packer to

e

BO
:zzj:

If You Don't

JUNE

FRIDAY,

cOOOHOOCO0OOOOOOO

Hit Son.
Bernalillo County
OffUUl Papar
Paris, June 2. 1906.
City of Albuquerque.
Dear Percy:
iM tmn ftftera.aa Dlifitckw.
Your letter telling of stops takrn.

aafcar a

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE TWO.

J.

C.

Co.

Colo., Red 284.

BALDRIDGE

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT
Covers more, looks best, wears
eCOn0mlad' tM
measure. ""

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

S

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

BUILDING
gtock

PATER

Always In

Plaster Lime, Cement.

Paint, Glass, Sash Doors. Etc.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW

MEXICO.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS
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COURT ORDERED LIQUOR
LICENSE TO BE ISSUED.
Under the law passed by tin? last
legislative assembly prohibit lug the
Issuing of liquor licenses in settle-

ments of less than 100 people, Probate Clerk W. 11. Walton recently refused to reissue the license of Murray
Bros, at Central. Judge Frank V.
Tarker thereupon granted a writ of
mandamus upon the probate clerk,
ordering him to issue the license.
FIGHT
SILVER CITY
O. C. Hlntoe. a carpenter, who came
to Silver City from El Paso two weeks
ago with his wife and brother-in-law- ,
11. Martis, got into a difficulty at their
liome in this city Tuesday evening.
Hlnton's head and face were cut considerably and he was shot in tha
shoulder. The trouble arose, it ii
inthought, from the brother-in-laterfering with a quarrel between Hin-to- n
and hia wife.
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TOPICS

BROTHERS-IN-LA-

EVENING

hty

143 LOTS
SOLD

30

Lot. $5 down, $5 a month. No Interest
$25 to $150 per
Now is the time to invest before there is any change in price or terms
50-fo- ot

Af

DMYS

CURING

WE

University Heights Improvement Co.,

LEPROSY; PRAYERS OF AGES

1

1

9 South Second Street

Colorado Phone, Blk. 93.

ANSWERED

TREATMENT OF DR. DYER IN THE
FISHING GOOD IN
KROENIG'S LAKE.
LEPERS' HOME OF LOUISIANA
Messrs. John York, C. K. Hummel,
SEND FORTH PATIENTS
MADE
Garnet Jones, Iawrence Clark and
WHOLE A SHUNNED LOCALITY
Dr. F. K. Clapp were fishing Tuesday
WHERE BRAVE
SISTERS OF
at Kroenlg's lake. Uetween them they
caught 121 bass and tench, which
CHARITY MINISTER TO THE
when weighed tipped the scales at 102
PLAGUE RIDDEN AND HEROES
pounds. The fish were all caught with
DINNER PAILS WORK FOR
WITH
pole and line within a space of five
THEM.
hours. The largest was over a foot
long and weighed two and
pounds.
Jesus and the Leper,
GOVERNOR HAGERMAN'S
And behold, there came a leper
t
ANIMAL.
A
LIVELY
HORSE
and worshipped him, saying,
i'A
Governor Hagerman's horse caused
Lord, If thous wilt, thou canst t
him a lot of trouble when it broke
make tne clean. Matt. XIII-2- .
i
'
loose from the hitching post nenr the t
Capitol, to which he had tide it, and Siecial Correspondence.
then raced about the Capitol grounds
New Orleans. June 15. The most
for two hours, says the New Mexican.
The governor called the janitor's force startling news the scientific world has
and several others to his aid. Several rtceived in a long time is the an- of the men who assisted in running nouncement that leprosy, the dread of
the horse down had narrow escapes
from being kicked, but finally captured untcld centuries, can be cured.
For a long time experimental treat-- j
the steed.
.
I
k
I
L." i k
ment hag been in progress at the
t DEMOCRATS LET
Ixmisiana Lepers' homo near Indian
NATIVES VOTE. Camp. Dr. Isadore Dyer, who, with
At a meeting of the Kddy county an
assistant. Dr. Ralph Hopkins, have
democratic central committee, held at risked
to these
their lives to
Carlsbad, last Saturday afternoon, the poor outcasts, have minister
been sure for a
committee reversed its former action long time that they were on the
prior to the late primary of May 19, right track, but they wanted to make
in regard to the admission of the Mextest conclusive, and now they are
ican vote. The Mexican and all other the
to give to the world the news of1
able
races can now cast avote in the party success.
primaries. The committee also placed
There are 44 patients in
home
the name of John V. Armstrong on at this time, 2G white malestheand
13:
the ticket, vice Judge Ananias Greene, white" females and two colored males
y
B
WS
deceased. Mr. Armstrong is a lawyer, and three colored females.
as they
'f11 f ,he cot,aKes- - a
completed, are being
..h
t'""""" vered way. quite common .between iearbyarecottages on southern
who removed to Carlsbad from Misplan
was that of a man
case
The
cured
first
back turned is a leper, bo sensitive are they
souri some years ago.
hey never allow their pictures to be taken if
boy admitted in October, 1902, at the
they can help it. This man is of one of the most prominentthat
in
families
the state.
age of 13 years. He was discharged,
ANIMAL BOUNTIES PAID
AT LAS VEGAS. December i, 1904, as cured and has
wothat,
or
case
a
was
The
second
19,
1905, as cured.
ever
will help the person to a logical re- jcemlnr
County Clerk M. A. Sanchez of San been kept under observation
man admitted August 1ft, 90O.
the
The third case was hat. of a yo- - sistance.
Miguel county is paying a portion of since. There has oeen no return of age of 50 years and dischargedu De- - man
admitted June 2, 1904. at the; A rule has therefore
Instituted
the animal bounties for the year 1905. anv evidence of the Qisease.
age of 30 years. She was discharged that the patients shall been
take
hot baths
There is not enough money on hand
as cured April 26, 1906.
daily, eat plenty of wholesome food,
at present to pay more than 35 per
Only two patients are believed by without regard to its being fish, flesn,
cent of the bounties but this anlounts
these physicians to be fatally afflicted fowl or vegetable, and additionally
to about $200 in cash. Money is
uui in uiu luim uuiuutr 01 inmates, mat iney snail spend as much time as
raised by the county for the purpose
It is iprobable that the cured patients possible in the open air and sunshine,
of paying bounty money by a special
will be made tne subject of observa- Notwithstanding the fact that nolevy on stock raisers, as 'they are the
tion and Investigation by other ex-- body will live within miles cf the
s
persons interested in seeing the de"
up?'
"1 3
from both this country and erg' home, there Is much Individual
structive wild animals in the county
Europe, although Dr. Dyer is noted In-- bravery shown in the caso of the four
exterminated. Bounties to be paid toternationally as an authority on lep-- i lepers.
day are for the killing of coyotes, wild
Sisters of Charity are in charge
cats, gray wolves, panthers,
lynx,
In 1894 treatment of the lepers in and the superior of this brave band
bears and mountain lions.
the home was begun. This consisted of women rules the patients strictly,
of ichtyol, chlorate of potash, stry-'bu- t
ABANDON ED FEMALE INFANT
with kindness. She aims to
chnine, salicylate
of soda, chaul-- ; make life as pleasant for them as po8- CREATES A SENSATION.
Deep mystery surrounds the finding
moogra oil and arsenic. For several slide.
years the treatment was not faithfully:
of an infant girl (not boy as first reThey sing and talk and play cardd
ported), at St. Vincent's hospital,
followed, but In 1902 results began; until 10 and 11 o'clock at night and
to show and since then thty work has devote niuoh of the daytime raising
Santa Fe, early Wednesday morning.
bt en systematic.
The child had been laid on a serving
chickens, pigs, pets and gardening.
cottages are being put. 111 by
These
tray in the corridor between midnight
The theory and method of Dr. Dyerj The homo consists of a number of
and 3 o'clock, Wednesday morning, by a firm of New Orleans architects,
.has been one of nutrition and that if cottages connected by a gallery. The
some one evidently familiar with the Mackenzie & Goldstein, who visit the
a resistance can be followed in the cottages are not finished, and almost
,
hospital.
individual patient the disease will dis- - daily volunteer carpenters and labor-- (
1
lepers' home with their workmen,
Dr. J. A. Masnie, who was summonappear. leprosy, say the physicians, ers employed by Mackenzie & Gold-i- s
ed, pronounced the girl 4 hours old. It who do a day's work exactly like
recognized as a Iaciliaiy disease stein ride out to tho shunned settle-enweighs six pounds, hasregular feaone In which tho tissues of the! ment and work on the Job.
work
day's
a
they
would
do
similar
tures, and its clothes, neatly tied, wore
Official reports
how that the dls- person affected are used as a feeding
eltse.
Dr.
picture
of
anywhere
The
lying on the tray beside it.
ground. Any medicine, hygiene or ease of leprosy is increasing in lxul-habi- t
Mrs.
Bonifacio Perea has adopted the girl, Dyer, whose discovery will be famous
which will chanje the tissues slana and tne bravery of these plain
with the. consent of the Sisters of In history, is shown.
into food the lacilll cannot feed upon workinmen is apparent. ,
'
Charity.
Judging from appearances, the girl
is the child of a wealthy and refined
goln'
v
have a mighty hard lime
ter which the different delegations SUBSCRIBERS TO THE
mother, and all of Santa Fe is agog ROSWELL ENTERTAINi
'splainln' to Marandy what I have
Al- homes.
The
depart
will
for
their
over the mystery.
with them tew dollars, but you
EVENING CITIZEN done
THE MYSTIC SHRINERS
can bet I
tell her I paid it tew
MRS. CONGER FOUND DEAD ,
see and old feller fill up on liquor an'
IN ROOMING HOUSE.
go ter sleep, when I could st gone up
If you knew the value of Chamber-- ! VOU SHOULD REPORT POOR DETEAM
Mrs. Sarah Webster Conger, wife of "HOT TIME" WORKING
TO THE ter ther tavern at ther corner an'
PROMPTLY
LIVERY
to
wish
you
never
would
Salve,
Iain's
Conger,
now
a mining man
Samuel P.
FROM ALBUQUERQUE INITIATE
old Bill Hardtree dew it fer
BUSINESS OFFICE OR CITY CIRbe without it. Here are some of the
in Tularosa, N. M., was found dead
SIXTY NOVICES.
nothln't ' Success Magazine.
CULATOR.
disea.ses.Jor which It is especially val- in bed in her room in the Granitehlock
liable: sore nipples, chapped hands,
Fifteenth and larimer streets, late
Yesterday
Nobles of the Mystic burns, frost bites, chilblains, chronic
STOPS ANY ITCHING.
A great many people have a habit
yesterday afternoon. Uncalled for Shrine from the
different portions of the sore eyes, itching piles, salt rheum of waiting until the collector comes
mail which had accumulated before territory, were gathered at Roswell,
around before making a .complaint Doan's Ointment Cures Eczema and
the door of her room during the past attending the ceremonial session of and eczema. Price 25c per box. For about
Itching Piles Albuquerque People
of their favortho
druggists.
by
all
sale
few days caused other roomers in the the Shriners, and when the opening
Recommend It.
is entirely
paper.
This
evening
ite
.building to make an investigation, renecessary
parade at 11 o'clock, on
absolutely
feature,
wrong,
the
as
is
it
Honey.
Bitter
One application of Doan's Ointment
sulting in the discovery- - of the dead Main street, from Masonic hall to
Honey Pyles got only a bed and a that the circulation manager should stops any itching. Short treatment
liody. Coroner Rollins is of the opin- Fifth, thence to Main, thence back to
same day or the next of a cures eczema, itching piles, salt rheum
know
the
of
division
cat
on
his
the
Tom
share
ion that heart disease, from which Masonic hall, took place, it was esof the household effects made by him missed paper in order to effectively
eruption or skin itching. It
Mrs. Conger has been suffering for timated that at least
100
visiting and wife, Saturday. Honey vows he correct it. Every subscriber to The Is any skin
the cheapest remedy to use, bea year, was the cause of the death.
on
were
on
hand.
a
Nobles
confer
favor
will
Evening
Citizen
upon
uoor
ever
101
nas
iiib
cioseu ins
cause so little of it is required to
Mrs. Conger wag G3 years of age
The delegation from this city, with spouse, however. Portsmouth.
(O.) the company and themselves if they br.'ng relief and a cure. Here Is Albuand was the widow of Judge Web- some 10,000 pounds of baggage, ar- (Times.
notify
office tho same night querque testimony to prove It:
will
this
ster, one of Denver's pioneers. She rived in Roswell, Monday, having with
or the next day, at least, of the missed
Mrs. H. E. White, rooming Tiouse,
was married to Mr. Conger about
An Alarming Situation
j paper.
all the necessary paraphernalia,
202 North Second street, says: "There
three years ago. She had been an oc- them
of
of torture, the camels and Frequently results from neglect
to
striving
make
the
office
instruments
is
The
came to my notice some time ago a
cupant of a room in the Granite block the mule, "Maud," and last evening cljgged bowels end torpid liver, until
delivery perfect or as near perfect
of eczema or of some disease 01
for several years. Ienver Post.
Initiated Into the mysteries of the constipation oecomes chronic. This, as possible, but must have the prompt cast;
the skin, which had resisted all the
Albuqueris
to
unknown
condition
those
who,
novices,
effect-some
:
t0
the
'Shrine
subscribers
to
of
SENSATIONAL SHOOTING BY
efforts of the party to stop. Doan's
WOMAN. AT DOUGLAS qut ("hot time" working team having use Dr. King's New Life Pills, the Ively prevent error in delivery.
Ointment was procured at a drug
Stomregulators
gentlest
of
best
and
work.
been
on"
"put
the
to
selected
ins
own yard,
Shot in the back in
store and a course of the treatment
by
all
Bowels.
A
Guaranteed
be
and
will
Serpent
made
ach
trip
side
to
Bites
Carlsbad
Deadly
William Barnes was the victim of a
commenced.
It gave positive relief,
af- - druggists.
25c.
In
Price
by
as
visiting
stomare
Roswell,
common
Are
the
India
as
Shriners
bullet fired by Mrs. Mark
after an application or two, and upon
with
us.
For
ach
disorders
.
liver
and
Lamb at 11:25 o'clock Monday night
continuation of it for some time, the
the latter, however, there is a sure aannoyance
at "50 Sixteenth street, says a Dougceased. This Information
Bitters,
the
remedy:
great
Electric
las, Arizona, dispatch.
should be of untold value to residents
of
medicine,
which
S.
A.
restorative
Barnes is in a critical condition.
Albuquerque who are in quest of an
Brown, of Bennettsville, S. C, says: of
Mrs. lamb Is under guard of un officer
article upon which they can depend
my
wife
to
They
perfect
restored
at her residence.
cure any itchiness of the skin or
health, after years or suffering with to
Barnes is a furnace man nt the Coperupt Ion thereof."
a
chronically
dyspepsia
torpid
and
per Queen smelter. I.amb holds a
K. r sale by all dealers.
Price 60
liver."
Electric
hl'ters cure chills rents.
similar position at the Calumet & AriCo., Buffalo, N.
malaria,
iiliousness,
ami
lame
fever,
zona smelter. The former has a wife
the United States.
back, kidney troubles and bladded dis- Y., sole agents for name
and two children and the latter a wife
Doan's and
Remember tile
guarantee
n
by
all
Sold
orders.
otj
and one child.
no other.
take
druggists.
50c.
J'rice
The cause of the shooting appears
The Wise Hugh.
to have come about through an insult
BUNKOED AGAIN
Tuesday evening Hugh C'lop-lon- 's
the previous afternoon of Barnes to
so she states. The shootwife presented him with a tine
Mrs.
hours after the
ing occurred thirty-si- x
The manager of a .cw Yoru thea- baby girl. Hugh was pretty longalleged insult.
headed in voting for the new school
ter tells the following story:
Barnes stated when he was thought
Durhig a performance of "Rip Van house. He was only anticipating the
to be dying that it was a cold blooded
Winkle." by the U'e Joseph Jeffer- education of his future family.
murder, as he was shot in the glare
son, the manager, w tio was standing Klamath Kails (Oregon) Express.
of bis electric bicycle lamb as he
in the lobby, observed a countryman
Death From LocKjaw
started to run in his own bouse, Mrs.
hoveling about the iiitru.nee In un un- Never follows
an injury dressed with
I.amb being in the dark.
i
certain way. Finally, as with a
H'Khl'ii's Arnica Salve. Its antiseplimit,
counto
the
the
nidation
prevent
healing
trout,
you
properties
do
les
tic unit
If your s'oinaen
a tieb't and entered
tryman lioti-'Chub. Oswald, merpoisoning.
blood
not conclude mat there Is no cure, for
the house. A lit'le while afterward, chant, of Rensslaersvllle.
N. V.,
a great many have betn permanently
the manager hapi.iiied to be 111 tne writes: "I: cured St.-tBurch, of
cured by Chamberlain's Stomach and
lobby again, when the countryman
place, of the ugliest sore m his
Liver lableis. Get a free sample at
came out with an expression of in- this
ever saw." Cures Cuts, Wounds.
any drug store and give them a trial.
neck
tense disgust upon his lace.
Hums and So ea. 25c, at all drugThey niso cure constipation and
the
"Well,
how do yini
show?"
'
j.
imputed, with secret gists.
tho manager
tunusement.
the
at
sale
baskets
for
picnic
a
Place.
Wicked
The
What
The Irate farmer grew confidential. Mcintosh Hardware company's store
S uth Sharon needs a water wag"Say, mister,"
replied, "Viu are indispensable lot outing parties.
lie
on. Sharon tPa.J Telegraph.

Automatlo Phone, 292.

one-quart- er

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO.
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REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CAMPING OUTFITS

'

i

Furniture, Crockery, Stoves and Ranges.
Agt. CHARTER OAK Steel Ranges.

v

BORRADAILE

&

GO. , .117 Gold Avenue

'

ftt

Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Especially, if she teUa you to order
sack of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Ma.ke no excuse, (it you should for.
get the order), that you could not
find it, for every first-clagrocer
handles EMPRESS. You will always
find good bread, good biscuits, good
pastry and moat important of alL
good cheer to greet you when yoa
come home for your dinner. Try It.
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Empress of
all others.

litol

sa

Cl

j

'11

M. BERGER,
Wholesale Agent Albuquerque, N. M.

lep-Itrt-

'i

1

DEN VER

r"-s'-

&

j

Am

RIO GRANDE
SYSTEM
'Scenic Line of the World"

'

d

Shortest and quickest line from
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springs and all Colorado
points. Connection at Denver and Pueblo with all lines east and west.
Time as quick and rates as low as by
and other lines.

rlT1

PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
DINING
CARS, TOURIST CARS,
CHAIR CARS.
On all

'

For illustrated advertising matter
or Information, address or apply to

non-delive- ry

fix

m x

Koster-Milbur-

it

de-te-

bt

1

i 1;

through trains. No tiresome
delays at any station.

y

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. f., Santa Fe, New Mex.

Highland Jersey Dairy. If every person, who
ought to keep a bank ac
GOOD MILK AND CREAM.
SPRING CHICKENS FOR SALE.
Colo, phone, 21k. 89.

W. E.

1600 S. U'way.

MAUGEP

WOOL

with Mauger

&

Avery, Boston

Office, 321 West Gold Avenue.

ALBUQUERQUE,
MERCHANT

N. M.

TAILORING

UPSTAIRS,

OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMBINI, PROPRIETOR.

My merchant tailoring shou la upNo. 209 West Railroad ave-

stairs over

count, had one now, there would
lo a decided change la the condi-

tions of tho community.
livery person who keeps a bank
account raises hU standing among
his fellows and with the banker.
Ho also helps to make conditions
hotter In his town.
Ninety iper cent of the commercial business is done by the means
of paper. Money represents property. A check means that there
is money deposited In the bank to
the credit of the one who writes
the check.
The check system, where safety
aud convenience are assured, is
much better than handling the
money when there Is risk cf error
or a chance of loss.

THE

BANK

OF

COMMERCE

nue, where I solicit the putronase of ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW
MEXICO
tho public. All work guaranteed
as I have had fifteen years' experience In the business. Suits made
la order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
and CURE thk LUNGS
repaired. The specific 1 use will not
injure the cloth. Indies' jrarmonts
also cleaned and walking skirts made
WITH
to order. Give me a trial.
first-clats-

KILLthe

O.

UAMUINI.

The firm
such goods as the
genuine Checkering, Kverett, Kim-Iml- l
pianos anil others, need not boast
of their square dealings: their goods
apeak for themselves. The most select and latest line of Kdlson and
Victor talklug machines and records
in the southwest.
Open evenings.
THK WJUTSO.N MUSIC CO.

couch

Dr. King's
Now Discovery
0NSUIWPTI0N

forC0UGH8ni

fries
EOoMI-O-

Fret Trial.
Burest and UuicJtest Cur for ail
THROAT and LUNO TROUfi
L3, or MONEY BACK- OLDS
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The Only Way.

The Denver Republican of yesterday said that "no
man with good bruins believes that the packing business
in all parts of the United Suites was conducted under the
conditions of criminal carelessness charged by the author of "The Jungle," or even In the report made to the
president by Messrs. Nclll and Reynolds, to have existed
in Chicago. That in some establishments matters were
carried on In a slovenly and unsanitary manner is probably true, but it is practically certain that tills was the
Along the
exception, and very far from being the rule."
same line, J. Ogdcu Armour sought to dispose of the
packing house charges by saying that President Roosevelt "has a strong personal animus agninst the packers."i
The defense of both Armour and the Republican
Thousands of men with "good
very weak and futile.
drains" believe the truth of "Tho Jungle" and Us confirmation by the United States assistant secretary of the
treasury and the government's commissioner of lalxir.
Nor do they believe that the filth and unsanitary condi
The
tions were the worst part of the packers offense.
doctoring of putrid meats, the selling of the products
from diseased stock, the continued manufacture and sale
of embalmed meats to the Acmrican public after tho use
of the same had jroven so deadly among the Boldiors in
the Spanish war these are things which are also believed and are regarded as worse than the privy revelations, the shoveling of scraps from the dirty floor, and
the Innumerable other filthy facts brought out. That
these things are all true, the people of "good brains"
fully believe on the testimony supporting them; and
they know them to be true from the conduct of the packers In endeavoring to prevent proper government inspec-toin- .
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WELL KNOWN AND

Picayune Politics
of Leader Williams

POPULAR ENGINEERS

Los Angeles Examiner.

OOOtf C0XX0XX0X)00XXXXOOOC00 i
A perfectly proper bill providing for the appropriation of $2o,0'H) a year to defray the traveling expenses
of the president of the United States whenever it shall
seem necessary or advisable for him to travel for public
purposes, has been delayed and possibly killed In the
House of Representatives by the
and indefensible objection of John Sharp Williams, the
lender of the democratic minority.
Williams based his objection Chiefly on the ground
of economy, partly on the plea that the president was
Perhaps the president Is
already sufficiently well paid.
well paid, but any reasonable appropriation which can. be
made to keep him whoever he may be free from any
obligation to the railroads will be money well expended.
As a railOf course, Williams does not think tills.
road uttorney, and one particularly close to the most sinister railroad influence in the southern slates, namely the
Southern railway he would very much rather have the
president accept courtesies from these corjKiratlons,
knowing as he does, that courtesies cannot be accepted
without a certain return, sometimes unconscious, but
always valuable.
He professed In his speech to believe, that it was the
business of the president to stay at the capital and not
o travel.
It Is the business of all men, In either private
or jublic office, to attend to the affairs committed to
them In the way which brings the greatest success. The
president of the United States has never failed In his
uty as he understands It, and ho does not fall of true
uty when opportunity arrives for him to travel through
out the country, to bo seen of all the people and to urge
his views and policies upon them.
Whatever his politics may be, nobody except a cheap
machine politician would question the propriety of hav- ng them put before the people.
If the national government does not pay the cost of
Hiththe president's occasional trips, who will pay?
erto the railroads have paid it, and we have had enough
nslght of late Into railroad management to make It clear
hat railroads do not pay for anything unless they get
repaid In some way.
If Williams is really Intent upon economizing, he
might take up, as he has always refused to take up, the
question of appropriations for postoffice payments to the
railroads, whose attorney he Is.
The beggarly appropriation of $25,000 for the traveling expenses of a presl- ent of the United States Is nothing compared to the
innual subsidies paid to railroads, and especially to the
outhern railway, for which Mr. Williams has so tender
feeling.
That railroad extorts, without his open profit, and apparently with his covert aid, an enormous
annual subsidy from the government for running a so- called fast train, which is not fast, and which does not
ellver the mails with any degree of regularity.
The voice of the eminent Williams, the protector of
the national treasury, the guardian of plain democracy
against extravagance, Is never raised against this an- ual appropriation, or against anything wanted of the
House of Representatives by the railroad corporations.
It Is rumored that Mr. Williams is considering a
roposition to retire from the House of Representatives
o assume the chair of politics In the University of Vir
ginia. This would certainly be unfortunate.
A gentle
man having large Influence In the house, who is just as
eager to save $25,000 at the expense of the dignity of the
president of the United States as he is willing to spend
hundred times that much for the advantage of the rail
roads of the United States, is certainly giving the people
more liberal education In what his kind of politics
means than he ever could from a mere college lecture

A.'H. Dixon Here

from Alamo-

gordo to Visit Mrs. Dixon
and Children.
J. H.

Our Ten Dollar Suits
We have the Best Suits a Ten Dollar Bill ever bought.

FENNER HOME FROM MEMPHIS

Many

a Man, in looking at our lines of Suits at this price, has said:
"Well, I never would have taken them for Ten Dollar Suits."

A. H. Dixon, one of the best engineers in the employ of the Santa Fe
on the coast lines, a few years ago,
We don't do much blowing aoout
It will also bring him back when he
now in the employ of tho El Paso Ac
wants another suit at a medium price.
"Cheap Clothes," but we can give a
Southwestern, running both ways out
s'
of Alamogordo, secured a
The fabrics, the cut and the tailoring
man a suit for Ten Dollars that will
layoff, and is enjoying the time here
of these suits Is right In every detail.
do more than he'll expect it to do, and
with Mrs. Dixon and the children.
We guarantee It and that always
Engineer Dixon sajs he is well
means here
pleased with his berth on tho Southwestern, and also states that Alamogordo Is one of the nicest towns to
MONEY BACK IF YOU WANT IT
live In on the system through that
section of New Mexico.
"Wihilo It is regarded dull at present," continued Mr. Dixon, "Alamogordo has a bright future, and many
contemplated Improvements,
which
will undoubtedly bo put into execution
during the next year, will make It a
tip-to- p
good town."
For ten days, after reaching Alamogordo, Mr. Dixon had tho run between
Alamogordo and t'loudcroft, the famFine Clothing and
ous lodge resort in the Sacramento
Fine Clothing and
Furnishing!
mountains, and he says those who
Furnuhingi
contemplate becoming tourists Bhould
not fail to visit Cloudcroft, if not to
see that resort, to take a ride over the IU'MHiilMTO.Jt9.UU,lMH
'iitumMraK
greatest piece of railroad engineering,
he says, in the world. Cloudcroft's
RASPBERRIES.
altitude is 9,600 feet, and it is a great
STRAWBERRIES.
That the packing business has been injured very
climb, with winding curves, up thei
BLACKBERRIES.
few care.
That the cattle Industry may be temporarily
mountains from Alamogordo to the
APRICOTS.
depressed, Is doubtless true and is to be regretted,
r
lodge.
PLUMS.
though It Is not possible that the depression can lie long
Henry Glcgoldt, formerly of this
1
LOGANBERRIES.
I
continued.
city, and a brother of George Glcgoldt.
FRESH TOMATOES.
But whose fault is It? Certainly not of those who exis the master mechanic for the El
WATERMELONS.
posed the conditions, but of those who made them. The
Paso & Southwestern at the AlamoCANTELOUPES.
PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
the
can
only
they
apply
years
Al.
who
gordo
shops,
blame,
to
and
Lane,
packers alone are
while
CHERRIES.
EASY TO REACH.
ago
Inviting
Fe,
engineer
an
on
was
the Santa
remedy.
They can restore confidence only by
PEACHES.
between Albuquerque and Las Vegas,
When In doubt of what to buy for
and maintaining the most thorough and exacting InspecRELIEVES PAIN.
Is night foreman at the Alamogordo your meals, call and Inspect our line
tion.
house.
round
of
Vegetables,
Fruits,
No
trouble
Etc.
BUILDS
filthy
UP THE SYSTEM.
slaughtering
Is
a
necessity
of
The plea that
2
Engineer Dixon has many friends to shop when trading at
business, is no excetiso even if it were true, which It Is
here, and today ho is around town
CURES RHEUMATISM.
GROCERY CO.
JAFFA
THE
report spoke of the impressive
not. The
praising up the El Paso & South"Good Things to Eat."
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
contrast between the Chicago stock yards and an antio
western road, which is a part of the
always welcome, day or
Ladies
Reynolds
great Rock Island system of roads.
trust establishment which was visited by Mr.
CURES DIABETES.
evenings, at the West bowling alleys.
The place Is built like the operating
in New York.
Fine Time at Memphis.
CURES INDIGESTION.
rooms of a modern hospital and tho lavatory arrange"Memphis Is one of the best and
ments are superior to those of many hospitals supposed
CURES DROPSY.
liveliest cities In the country; it is
to be first class. The materials used In the construca whole peach among the blossoms,"
tion of the1 building white tile, brick nnd cement consaid J. li. Fenuer. the oopular coast
duce to general cleanliness, and what with the efforts
lines engineer, who has just returned
ACCOMMODATIONS
FIRST
thus made to prevent the accumulation of filth, the carefrom the big Tennessee city on the
CLASS.
ful enforcement of sanitary regulations and the bathing
Mr. COR. FIFTH AND GOLD
banks of the Mississippi river.
Fenner represented Division No. 44G,
facilities that are offered employees, there seems to be
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers,
every encouragment of neatness.
See Santa Fe Agent for round
at the Grand International Division of
that order, which convened at Memtrip rates, good for thirty days.
phis on May U and was in session for TWO NIGHTS
COMMENCING
aiiout a month.
Commenting on the statehood bill which will prob"Much business of importance to the
ably become a law today, by the attaching of the presiBrotherhood in the United States,
dent's signature, the Denver Republican speaks as folCanada and Mexico was transacted,"
lows, concerning that part of the law which has refersaid Mr. Fenner, tills morning, "and,
ence to New Mexico and Arizona:
at Intervals during the sessions, side
excursion trips were taken by the
While New Mexico and Arizona may each be enA. C. Billcke and
HOLLENBECK
room.
delegates. WSth a party of Jolly entitled to statehood on Its own account, the two united
John S. Mitchell
BIG SHOW
EILER'S
I
Mamgineers,
visited
the
famous
govefficient)
more
a
so
HOTEL
much
AND CAFfc,
would be able to maintain
Invite their friends to make
moth Cave in Kentucky, and I tell
PRESENTING
ernment that their union should be sought by all means.
you that was the greatest sight-seein- g
New
Mexico
headbetter
than ever.
The opposition which has been developed In Arizona
trip I have eves taken. I also visiteu
quarters at
seems to be prompted In a large degree by politicians
the Hot Springs of Arkansas, and
Location convenient and deTHE HOLLENBECK HOTEL,
whose ambition for state and national honors will not
found a few
there
sirable. New Mexicans spendLos
Angeles,
Cat.
From El Paso Herald,
in business and doing well.
brook division of such distinctions with' politicians in
ing the summer on the beaches
Your friendship and patronage
All the divisions In the southwest,
are welcome to feel at home in
Better, according to their view, to select
New Mexico.
says Mr. Fennor, were represented at
our hotel when visiting Los
is appreciated.
Courtesy
two governors and other state officials rather than one tOOCKXXXXXX0XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
A most Important change In the freight tariffs af the sessions of the Grand International
of eacli, and better four United States senators than only fecting
and attention to guests
the manufacturers of overalls and other articles Division, the San Marcial division,
two.
is a pleasure
21)4,
being
K.
by
No.
John
represented
All depot and beach line cars
by
wearing
In
apparel
of
the
El Paso has been made
They seem to have Induced a large percentage of the
of
People
to us.
stop at the Hollenbeck door.
De
Hart.
Ke,
received
which
of
been
announcement
has
Santa
the
influpeople to accept these views, but whether their
ence has gone far enough to prevent a majority vote in by Secretary W. S. Tilton of the chamber of commerce,
F. O. Keyes, connected with the
general freight offices of the system.
favor of union with New Mexico is an open question. from the change
Fe railway telegraph office at
anta
50
amounts to a reduction of more than
The
La Junta, who visited Mrs. Keyes
We are confident, however, that if the two territories are
SEE THE FREE CYCLE EXHIBI
per cent in freight on goods manufactured by the above here, has returned to La Junta.
united as one state they will never thereafter seek sepTION AND BAND CONCERT AT
For In
firms which are shipped In El Paso territory.
aration. They will so grow into each other that their stance,
NOON OF EACH DAY.
Pennsylvania has discharged a
The
La3 Vegas which has heretofore been
rate
to
the
will
people
be
A
interests will become identical and the
He grafted at the
92 cents, man for grafting.
to
on
pounds,
$1.93
has
been
cut
the
hundred
proud of the greatness and consequent glory of the new
corresponding
Following
Is a company 8 expense.
are
reductions
made.
and
commonwealth.
The vote on this question will be held In November tatement of the new tariff, as compared to the old, to
MARKETS
TELEGRAPHIC
Dealer In
next, and at the same time territorial officers will be arious points along the Santa Fe:
ALL KINDS OF MEN'S, WOMEN'S
96 cents,
new
Azul
Between
Wootton,
tariff,
and
To the hustling, bustling, busy
chosen, so that if union with New Mexico Is rejected the
AND CHILDREN'S SHOES.
Spelter.
housekeeper.
To Las Vegas from El Paso, new
old territorial form of government will continue without former tariff, $1.93.
St. luis, Mo., June 15. Spelter, First Class Repairing a Specialty. All
92 cents, former tariff, $1.93.
Between Alameda
It transforms
cooking tasks to
interruption.
The people may count on it that In that tariff,
6.15 bid.
pleasant pastime and produces re88 cents, former tariff to Ala
new
tariff,
Romero,
and
Work Guaranteed.
event the territorial condition will be greatly prolonged.
sults which make for the better
On the Blossburg branch, new tariff, 96
St. Louis Wool Market.
In fact, It will not be surprising If many years elapse be- meda, $1.9C.
No. 103 North First Street.
health cf the family.
On the Magdalena branch,
cents,
mar- tariff,
former
$1.93.
Wool
15.
Ijouis,
Mo.,
St.
June
New
Mexico
or Arizona la admitted.
fore either
You can time your cooking to the
including Socorro, new tariff, 88 cents, former tariff to et steady and unchanged.
minute.
91.24.
tariff,
Magdalena,
On
Fe
new
Santa
branch,
the
New Mexican:
The El Paso & Southwestern RailAlways Something Doing
Metal Market.
There are no failures with it.
cents, former tariff. $1.76.
way company Is leaving nothing undone to make its rail
New York. June 15. Lead, steady;
H gives a sure, even, steady heat
The
announcement
tariff
of
reduction
of
the
the
19.00.
5.90; copper, Bteady, $18.75
Its road bed is
road system the finest in the southwest.
AT THE
that's the same yesterday, today, tolong
comes
as
on
a
of
persistent
the
result
the
effort
and
Provisions.
of the most substantial character, its steel is heavy and part
morrow always.
of the chamber of commerce to secure better rates
Chicago, June 15. Following were
It is now cutting down all grades and curves. Between for manufacturers
It Isn't like coal you DO know
out of El Paso.
The fact that the losing prices:
1 Paso and Santa Rosa the road is to be rebuilt
Imme
what it's going to do.
sept, hie.
July,
trie
828c;
is
Wheat
granted
rate
Fe
has
shows
road
Santa
the
that
diately so as to reduce all grades to a maximum of one
Corn July, 53'4c; Sept., 54c.
to promote manufactories along its lines, and
GAS RANGES CONNECTED FREE.
half per cent and many of the curves will be eliminated anxious
Oats July, 40HiC; Sept., 37c.
is willing to do Its share, even though the roads
it
that
giant
altogether.
locomotives have been
Twenty
; Sept.. $16.t'.7'i
July,
Pork
$16.97
lately for traffic in New Mexico and two reser sustains a direct loss thereby.
Lard July, $8.85; Sept., $9.00.
In this instance, the rate granted El Paso
Kilis July, f'J.fiO; Sept., $9.32ivoirs of ' 300,000,000 gallons capacity each have been built
on this class of goods will have the effect of cut- The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.
at Pintada and Gallinas, stations between Santa Rosa Ing out the San Francisco manufacturer of the same
Chicaao Live Stock.
This will permit passenger trains to
and Alamogordo.
Receipts,
15.
Chicago,
Cattle
CORNER 4th AND GOLD
June
product, who, heretofore, has had a tenacious hold on this
make better time in the future and will also reduce conBy granting the low rate to the El Paso man 2,0ii0; market is strong; beeves, fiff
siderably the cost of hauling coal from Dawson to El errltory.
xi.b(it
o.io;
'hellers,
ufacturer, making It possible for the latter to get into b.05; cows and feeders,
$2.754.70;
Paso and the Arizona smelters.
Rtockers
and
he territory so affected, and sell his goods cheaper than Texans, $3.75SH.35;
calves, $5.25!?i7.
San
the
the
Francisco
seen
manufacturer,
it
can
be
Wholesale Liquor and Oar Dealers
that
Siiei) Receipts, 0,on; market is
&
Daily Optic:
Prof. J. J. Vernon, who is at the head
will lose the long haul of the San Francisco strong; sheen. $l.0tt.lD; lauius,
of the soils department of the A. and M. college, left for Santa Fe
Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet ft
7.30.
which it sacrifices to promote the business of
Chandon Wblte Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
the south last night surprised and thoroughly delighted shipper,
percentage
El
Paso
the
will
a
manufacturer.
lose
It
also
Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
with the success that has been attained by Steward
Closing Stock Quotations.
of
In hauling the raw material to San Fran
business
the
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue tad
George W. Ward In the application of dry farm methods
New
York,
Juno 15. Followin
it has had heretofore.
cIkco,
which
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
were closing Quotations:
on the asylum lands.
Prof. Vernon has been appointed
Street, Albuquerque, New Mezlc.
S91
Atchison, common
by the college to supervise certain dry farming experi
LITERATURE AND POLITICS.
102'1
referred
ments made in this section.
The asylum board gener
The teuileucy of English men of letters toward pell- - Atchison,
137R,
York Central
ously agreed to
to the extent of its ability ties has always been marked. Its men of greatest fame New
133
Pennsylvania
and the college experiments to be made this year will all in the realms of scholarship have been members of par Southern laclfic
63
Mr. Ward has liameiit and often members of the ministry.
be on the grounds of the institution.
148
Union Pacific, common
94
planted millet, oats, and other seed furnished by the col
Frequently they have won equal prominence, in the Union
1051
lege and will plant a number of other varieties of dry eminently practical domain of politics as in literature, Amalgamated Copper
38In addition to this the steward has many Some of her strongest men in the management of public U. S. Steel, common
land seed.
104S,
crops, wheat, oats, alfalfa, rhubarb, beets, horse beans affairs, many of her wisest counsellors have been those U. S. Steel, preferred
corn, parsnips, and an orchard, all flourishing on unlr- - whose names are best known to the world al large as
Kansas Citv Live Stock.
Per Gallon rigated land.
writers.
Kansas
Citv, Mo., June 15. Cattle
hi the iiresc.it ministry every American, will recog
Ur, i'i ts, 1.500, Including 200 south
Special Price on Large Orders
Many practices which ten nize the name of James liryce, secretary of state for erns; market steady; native steers
Wall Street Journal:
NO. 118 WEST GOLD AVENUE.
$3
Delivered to any part of the city
5;
yeurs ago, five years ago, one year ago, and even six Ireland, as the author of "The American Commonwealth.
seers.
$4firt.T5;
southern
native
months ago, were in favor, public opinion having no con John Morley, secretary of stato for India, is known to southern cows. J2.25fT3.7a:
demuation for them, now are held to be odious, and even every reader as the most fascinating of historical biog cow an,l heifers. $2.25 4.40; bulls, cnlv. J2.50 6.35; westThis is perhaps the most notable develop- raphers. August Jtii rell, president of the board of educa $2.2."filcriminal.
Phone Colo. Red 92.
steers. J3.505; western fed
ment of the day, namely, the creation of a higher stand- tion, in his essays and sketches, has a charm ami perfec tin
cows. $ .no if, 4.25.
ard for the conduct of American business. The revela tion in style and delicacy of humor that has delighted
3,o0(i;
muttnn.4
Shi . ii Heceints
tions of graft in the insurance and railroad companies all students of English. Richard U. Haldane, secretary $"6 t": lambs, $5.50 7.10:' f
XXXXXXXXOXXXXXXXXOJCXXXXj
are a shock to national pride, and yet there is hardly an of state for war, has won a name In the realm of phll ewi s, 1.7.1 5.75.
&
a
know
In
American who does not
one form or an osophy.
SCREEN TIME
that
Uird Gray, secretary of foreign affairs, is
5e
other graft has entered largely into the corporate life bibliogruph. The Earl of Crewe, lord president of tn UNEEDA BISCUITS
Is here. Door and Window
agents
Solo
Goods
Casino
for
Canned
5c
The savin council, has dared publish his own verses, and even John UNEEDA GINGER WAFERS
as Into the political life of the country.
screens made to order.
Jas. Heekin & Co.'s Coffees,
5c
clause of the situation is that It seems a passing phase Hums, the labor leader, who is president of the loca ZU ZU CRACKERS
PLANING
MILL
ALBUQUERQUE
n's
Granite
Flour.
5c
LEMON SNAPS
The optimist bus reason to government board and ranks In public estimation
in our nations progress.
pk 10c
PRICE S JELLY SUGAR,
e30TX300000000000CXDCOOOOOO
rejoice that the national conscience has been touche England with John Mitchell in this country, is a volum
SUGAR.
PRICE'S
ICE CREAM
and that public opinion Is establishing higher ideals.
Inous writer on sociology.
ANY
STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS
MAKES THE
FLAVOR,
American
15c
Such a list would be unthinkable In iin
BEST ICE CREAM
The undersigned is prepared to
Groceries.
The practice of the Chicago sioc cabinet, into which a imr..lv
30c
Arizona Star:
liirht has seldom ' 'LB. BAKER'S COCOA
trips to and from the celebratmake
i
MIXED TEA, ESPECIALLY FINE
yards finds a blight repetition In the acts of a school cast his rays.
Hut J)bu Hay showed that even
HOT SPRINGS. Any InJEMEZ
ed
Rea.
AJry
Very
Large.
Rooms.
Prices
on
Creamery
Butter
Best
Hillsboro
FOR ICED TEA
60c
trustee (In Arizona) appointing as Janitor an indigent America a man of letters may also be a genius in states
desired can be secured
formation
onab'e.
Earth.
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
from George H. Moore, No. 113 Wett
consumptive, who was required to sleep in the school iraiibliin. Manv. also. huva nroven their worth In diplom
Good Things to Eat."
Delivery. Railroad avenue.
Free
Solicited.
Luildlng, thus Infecting the school house with conuump uy, serving the United States with honor and distinction
MR 3. OWEN DINSDALE,
Orders
o
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.
South Second Street.
Proprietor.
Fresh Vaccine Points at Ruppes.
tion genua.
in foreign fields. Dulutb
Neill-Reynoh- ls
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CITIZEN'S THEORY

AGAIN HAS WOES

MAY YET BE TRUE

FROM SAN FRANCISCO

Defeat the Unknowns by

MAN THERE SATURDAY A

"QUER"

WAY

TO TREAT

FORD

CAPT.

SYMINGTON

AMONG

The unconqtiered Affidavits, a bowl-that has "cleaned up" every
team it has gone against so far, and
the Inknowns, still unknown, came
THEM together lasti evening on the West
alleys, the former winning by "Spins,!
Ing team

The second squadron of the First
United States cavalry,
under comFletcher ranch, four miles south of in trouble, which, of late, seems to be mand of Major Brown, with nine officers and llti troopers, horses includthe city by Alex. Lewis, a camper, Ward's long suit.
ed, were in the city today from ll:3i
from Colorado, will soon be Identified,
This time he is charged with the o'clock
this morning un'il 4 o'clock
through the medium of the dead niinous offense of taking a drink of
That,
Monday

the Insane man shot ami killed
The official dog catcher and iound
night at U:aO o'clock at the master, the Honorable Ward, is again

man's photograph and description, as
published in yesterday's issue of The
Kvening Citizen, and that the story
published in these columns Wednesday evening to the effect that the dead
man might b Kinney, of Phoenix,
man who Pandered inio that
Ariz.,
city trom IHsbee, from which place he
had walked all the way, apparently
Insane, telling those he met thatscme
unknown enemy was after him, and
later disappearing, Is plausible in every respect, is made manifest by the
following letter received at this office from Clifton Hill, a prominent
general merchaut ana Indian trader,
of Isleta:
Editor Citizen The man whose
photograph, you published yes- terday, who was killed at the
Fletcher ranch, came into Isleta
on a freight train Saturday night,
from Gallup, and remained here
all day. He showed signs of In- sanity; would debate with the
trees, calling them ipartners, etc.
Left here Sunday night.
Yours truly,
CLIFTON HILL.

As theorized in Wednesday's issue
of The Evening Citizen, if the man
killed here wag the same man, named
Kinney, who disappeared from Phoenix the early vart of last week, he
would have had ample time to reach
this city by Monday by the use of
freight trains, and as his overalls,
which ae wore when killed, were covered win car grease, it would seem
that he had made tise of such modes
of travel, and Mr. Hill's letter, stating that the man arrived in Isleta
Saturday night from Gallup, shows at
Kast that he was coming from the
direction of Phoenix.
A marked copy of The Evening Citizen, containing the dead man's phohas been
tograph and description,
sent the authorities at Phoenix, in an
effort to Identify the dead man as
they
Kinney, of Phoenix, but as
have not 'been neard from.
Although a number of people here
Viewed the remains before tuey were
interred, and though many have seen
1he man's published photograph and
description, no one as yet has be
able to make a positive identification.

yt

BLUEHER'S TROTTERS
DOING GOOD WORK
When Herman Blueher, the wen
known gardener and Horseman, was
back in Illinois recently, he visited his
stable of trotters at Elwxod, Ind., and
found them, under the management,
of W. S. Sweeney, in good condition.
Alice, one of tho best in the list, has
been entered in important events in
the Ohio. Illinois and Indiana circuit,
and Mr. Blueher expects Alice to make
a fine record for herself this summer.
Major Egmond, a grand animal, will
be shown at the state fairs adjacent
to Elwood, and will no doubt capture
a number of blue ribbon prizes. The
is
other trotter, General McCIellan,
showing up well, and Trainer Sweeney
has given Mr. Blueher the tip that
the general will add some good
purses to his list before the season
is over.

THREE SERVICES AT
NEW CHURCH SUNDAY
PRESBYTERIANS WILL WORSHIP
PAS
IN NEW EDIFICE SUNDAY
TOR EXTENDS PUBLIC 1NVITA
TON.

Three services will be held by the
Presbyterians in their new church, edifice, at the corner of Silver avenue
and Fifth street, Sunday, Rev. Hugh
in
A. Coojer, the pastor, preaching
the morning at 11 o'clock, on "The
Mission of the Church," and in the
evening at 8 o'clock, Rev. Sevier, of
Santa Fe, will preach, with a communion service at 4 o'clock in the afternoon.
The church is a beautiful new edifice, and the Presbyterians are justly
proud of heir new worshiping place.
On behalf of his congregation. Rev.
Cooper extends to the general public
i he following invitation
to be present at their Sunday services:
The scriptural injunction is, "Rejoice with them that do rejoice." To
all who wish us well, of whatever
faith r name, to all who have worshipped with us in the jwist. either
regularly or occasionally, to all whose
hearts are linked by ties of joy and
Mrrow, to friends within and friends
without, who have helped to make
this day of rejoicing
ossile, we
send greetings and invitation.
We ojH'n our leautiful church to
11m worship and the work of the
Kingdom. With our splendid equipment, we enter, as wo trust, uihmi a
movement, along the
progressive
lines of evangelization and of civic
"Come
and persona! righteousness.
thou with us, and we will do thee
HUGH A. COOPER,
good.
Pastor.
MORTUARY

This morning at the home of its
parentis, loL'4 South Third street, the
infant child rf Mr. and Mrs. Jesus
.Sanchez, died, and will be buried tomorrow morning In Santa Barbara
cemetery.
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whiskey, after which he deliberately, this aftern.on.
"We are going home," said rne of
capmaliciously, and intentionally
officers. "We have been out at
tured four stray horses that were the
browsing just inside the city limits. 'Frisco for six weeks helping take
refugees of fhe earthquake,
That as, they were inside the city care of the
are now on our w ay back to Fort
limits when the Honorable Ward and
started after them, but, feeling frisky, Sam Houston, InTexas.
"Our work
California JnclmKd
they kicked up their heels at Ward's
across the! the distribution of supplies and the
approach,
and trotted
f;r the destitute. The army
mountain road, just outside the city caring
now has the relief work well In hand.
limits.
But Ward did not wait for requisi- The deserving, some 5.mio or t0,(X0
tion papers on the contrary, he kept souls, are now being made comfortaIn tents, with provisions furnished
right after them, and captured them, ble
too. Then the owntr of one of the from the relief camps,- and the
many of whom flocked Into
horses, calling biter at the pound,
smelled Ward's
breath, and uion the refgtiee camps to impose ou charWard refusing to take fifty cents for ity for an easy living, are being weedcapturing
his horse, decided that ed out. The caring of the refugees is
Ward was drunk and disorderly, ana now being done in a systematic manconsequently, was in police court this ner. Anybody can secure a tent from
morning to make complaint to that the government warehouses for the
asking, but an ablelodied man must
effect;
When it developed that Ward had show- that he Is working or nt least
chased the horses outside the city willing to work, before he can secure
limits to effect a capture, it was de- a hieal ticket on any of the many
cided that he had gone outside his government soup houses, that have
Jurisdiction, consequently, he was or- been scattered throughout the city by
dered to return the horses to their the government. These soup houses
owners, and to pay back all moneys are let by contract to private parties.
he might have collected on same, At them, a fairly good meal can be
which Ward did, muttering to him- had for ten cents, and a very good
meal for fifteen cents. Destitute famiself:
"Ef dat ain't ' de beatenest luck. lies are given weekly rations.
"The general Impression is that the
Hyaa I'se gone an' chased mysei
most to def catchin' hosses, an' now city will be rebuilt."
Among the officers of the second
I'se getter return 'em, and no dollah squadron
is Captain Symington, a nafothcomin' to ease my itclun' ipalm."
tive of Albuquerque.
Captain Symington is a nephew of
Two footsore and weary travelers
hiked into Albuquerque last evening, Sheriff Perfecto Armijo, and a son of
late Dr. Symington, of Santa Fe.
and after doing a lone promenade the
Symington was entertained
down the main stem, decided to hunt Captain
a "Hopping place" for the night, by relatives while In the city.
which they eventually found ua tne
soft side of a 2x4 plank in a local lumLOCAL PARAGRAPHS
ber yard, where their slumbers were
later rudely disturbed by the stenMrs. X. T. Armijo anil son Nicolas
torian voice of a coj), who took them
to the city bastile, and later before T., will leave tonight for Los AnJudge Crawford, who gave them ten geles. They will be absent during
days each on the chain gang. They the summer.
gave their names as George King and
Attorney A. J. Mitchell, recently ol
E. W. West, residence, everywhere, the First National lnnk building, this
same state.
city, has opened a law office in the
Henne building, Los Angeles.
Thomas Ford and Frank Quier had
Albuquerque socialism club, at
a slight misunderstanding last even- itsThe
late meeting, elected officers as
ing in front of the Roihenberg & follows:
J. J. Ryan, organizer; G. E.
Schloss cigar store, in which wilier,
queer to relate, conceived the idea Gustafson, financial secretary; Peter
recording secretary; W. V.
of making Ford ford the street, wihJch Stewart,
was rather wet ati that point, and Metcalf, literature agent.
The contract has been awarded to
consequently pushed him off the sidewalk. Ford wanted Quier arrested, Dickson & Stevens for the rebuilding
but the police claimed Ford bad been of the warehouse of the W. J. Lemps
fording liquor streams all day, and Brewing association, on North First
was in no condition to know whether street, which was recently destroyed
Quier's actions were queer or not, and by fire. The building will be of brick,
therefore refused to make an arrest. about 40 by 60 feet, and will be pushed
Ford went to bed and Quier went to to completion.
work.
Iast evening, at the home of her
Anyway, it was rather Quier to at- parents, Mr. and Mrs. W, K. Grimmer,
tempt to make a man Ford a city at No. 618 Iron avenuee, Miss Kath-erln- e
street.
celebrated her loth birthday.
Sixteen young people, girls and boys,
At the hearing of the two Chinamen were present; refreshments were serremoved from a train at the local de- ved, and all had a splendid time. The
pot several days ago, suspected of be- young lady received several very nice
ing in this country contrary to the im- presents.
migration laws, held last evening at
Wayne Wilson and bride, nee Miss
a o'clock before United States Com- Julia Coalter Enc, passed through the
Whiting,
hearing
was city from Silver City to eastern cities
missioner
their
continued for three weeks, in order this morning. They were united in
to allow of securing evidence as to the marriage at Silver City yesterday, and
truth of their assertion that they had are en route to spend their honeymoon
citiizenship paiers, but that they were In New York, Boston,
Washington,
destroyed in the San Francisco fire.
etc. They will be absent from the
territory for a month or six weeks.
SOMETHING DOING
C. W. Cook, Jr.. traveling freight
agent of the Santa Fe, with headquarIN B4SE BALL ters here, is now on his way to Kansas City, where he will meet the manager of the territorial fair, and both
LAS VEGAS HAS AWOKE TO THE
will then go to Chicago. On leaving
FACT THAT THE SEASON IS ON this city, Mr. Cook stopped over on
FANS LIKE SNAPPY BALL.
Wednesday in Santa Fe, where that
evening h was initiated into the
There is going to be another ball Santa Fe lodge No. 40, B. P. O. E.
game on Sunday. It is to be hoped
"Rip Van Winkle" awoke from his
that it won't be as long drawn out as long sleep sufficiently today to lead a
was the last one, which lasted two parade through the principal thorhours and thirty minutes.
This Is oughfares of the city, headed by
ore thing that Captain McDonald Eiler's band, which rendered good
might impress upon his subordinates. music. Tonight, in the tent near the
When an inning is finished, there Alvarado hotel, Eiler's company will
seems to be no reason why the play- produce, with scenic effects, the old
ers taking the field anould not amble favorite, "Ri,;j Van Winkle."
out to their work with a small show
It Is rumored that Indians In northof ginger. It's the short, snappy ball western Grant county
southgame that makes a hit with the grand western Socorro county, and
are being
stand, and those, on exhibition should blamed with stock depredations, and
always keep this in mind. And the that reports are coming in daily tellHrcwns are not tho only ones who ing ef horse stealing and cattle killdo not seem to understand thU part ing, all of which is attributed to toor
of the game. Gallegos holds the ball Ia. Inasmuch as a large band of the
with a persistency that is very
reds have been
at Dry Crc k
The pitcher wltn the and near Buckhorn creek recently.
quick delivery, is the pitcher who
Rev. W. W. Havens,
superintendmakes a hit with the fans. The other
New Mexico-Arizonamateur teams of tho territory are ent of the
League, leaves tonight for a
as bad nt killing time as the Browns,
to Winslow, Flagstaff, Williams
and this Is food for thought for them, trip I'rescott,
Ariz., in the itnerest of
and
too.
the league, which, during the short
Now that Las Vegas ha finally got time it has been organized, has sein the game, there
is likely to be cured a strong f:ohold in thai terriRev.
s methlng doing in base ball yet this tory as well as In New Mexico.
expects to be absent until
season. The Meadow City could pos- Havens
1.
July
sibly annex a few of last year's playmanager
J din N. Coffin, general
ers if it should so choose. Lyons has
been dropped by Wichita, and Roth-bur- and financial secretary for tho AmerIs no longer to be found in the ican Lumber company, returned last
lino-uof the Ijeawnworth team. nieht from an extended business trip
Nash seems to lve the only one of the east. Mrs. Coffin, who accompanied
Itlues that went to the Western asso- Mr. Coffin east, is stopping in Chicago
with friends, and expects to bo abciation who mado good.
sent from tho city several weeks yet.
Tony Ortiz will cover tho initial Mr. Coffin was accompanied on his resack for the Browns on Sunday. Get turn by tJ. C. Cowels, also of the
out these evenings and warm up, American Lumber company.
Tony, and show the fans that you are
Following an order from the
not yet aniotig the
department, all the mail boxes
in Albuquerque are now being given
Matney, he new pitcher, is expect- a fresh coat of gre.n p.dnt, the painted to arrivo in the city tonight and ers having started ou the job today,
take a workout with the Browns to- and several ladies of the city are
morrow, so as to bo in shapo for Sun- sadder thereby, fur upon approaching
day's gaiiKi with I.as Vegas.
tlie mail boxes today, and endeavoring
to mail their lettns. they usually left
FRESH TOMORROW AT MALOY'S! with inure or less of the green paint
adorning t he ir gloves, or other porLAS CRUCES CREEN BEANS.
tions of their clothing, as not one of
NATIVE CUCUMBERS.
the freshly painted boxes Uie tr.e
CAULIFLOWER.
regulation sign, "fresh paint.'
SUGAR PEAS.
E. R. Ferguson, district manager
BEETS.
for the Mutual Life Insurance comTURNIPS.
pany, with headquarters at El Paso,
TOMATOES.
Get your order in early, or you may left this morning for Santa Fe, after
having spent several days in the city
be disappointed.
transacting business. From Santa Fe
o
Fresh Vaccine Point at Ruppe's.
Mr. Ferguson will proceed to Farma

Seventy-Si-

Pins Official

x

Score, With Totals and Averages.

Seems Possible Insane Man Captured Horses Outside City. Fort Sam Houston Troops Returning From Relief Work
Was Kinney, of Phoenix.
Two "Boes" Asleep in
in Stricken City.
An Isleta Man
Lumber Yard.
SAW DEAD
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AFFIDAVITS HOLD CHAMPIONSHIP

HOMEWARD BOUND

WAYWARD WARD

EVENING CI1IZEN.

Ami-Saloo-

First
Game.

Players.
W. Maffett
R. Hannon
II. Dixon

174
170
172
183
lfiH

J. Harger
F. Harris

Totals
Tenia Average

8t!5

Players.
l.

Hertzes

Thomas
Summers
H. Benjamin
U Bennett

G.
M.

The Man

First

Game.
181
170
149
187
16S

Business

of

or the Home

Library

We have just

received a

large shipment

of

with

II. Dixon, one of their players,
aklng the high individual score of
','"8
and Ge?rQ
tl8
Thomas,
Unknowns, making
thp ,.)nd highest individual ncore,
with a total of 534 pins,
The official score was as follows:
Affidavit.
Second
Third
Game.
Game.
Total.
Ave.
140
170
4S4
Ifil

'.VI0

Roll Toy
Deska, Flat and Standing
Desks, office Chairs, Book
Cases, Typewriter
Stood
and Tables.
We guarantee our line to

j

182
183

r19
578

173
192 2 3

lot!

14!)

1fi7
223
13t!

105

1.18

4fi8
429

7.9

Sol

2,478

'

Unknowns.
Second
.Game.
181
200
124
127
177

Total.

156
164
165
122
131

Ave.

518
534
438

172

,

178
146

436

145

476

158

represent the best workmanship end highest class c
cabinet work. The desk you
buy of us will not fall to
pieces in a short time, thus

causing you much annoyance.
Our prices are the lowest.

Mlbert Faher

Third
Game.

W

I,41

143

H',o
i

DESKS FOR THE BUSY MAN

308-31-

2-- 3

Albuquerque,

Railroad Ave.,

0

N. M.

855
809
Totals
738
2.402
,
Team Average 160
Vith
W. H. West as scorer.
Ormon Mandeil acted as umpire,

The Champion Sole

ington, N. M. Since the moving of TRACTION COMPANY
the Mutual Life office to El Paso, the
district under Mr. Ferguson has been
ORDERS MORE STEEL
changed, so that now he has ten counties in western Texas, one county in
Oklahoma and all of New Mexico. The THE LUMBER MILL EXTENSION
SWITCH WILL BE NEAR EIGHTH
Arizona business, which was formerly
STREET
WORKING TODAY ON
in Mr. Ferguson's district, is now diNEW YORK AVENUE CURVE.
rected from an office located in Phoenix.
M.' O. Chadbourne, superintendent of
A large number of his friends, mem- construction
for the
Albuquerque
bers of the Congregational
church, Traction company, this morning w.red
followed Herman Snyder to his for- the Colorado Fuel and Iron co:,many
mer homo on South Edith street last at Pueblo an order for 125 tons oi
evening, wlure he was to attend a
steel, which will be used on the
committee meeting, and agreeably Lumber Mills extension. The company
surprised that gentleman, presenting has on hand sufficient steel to carry
This Wonderful
him during the course of "the evening, the construction as far as Eighth
with a very handsome red letter edi- street, whore will be located the turntion of the Bible, as a mark of their ing point of the extension. The order
Machine Sews
appreciation of his work as president is made for delivery on the 20th of
;
' ?
of the Christian
Endeavor 'society, the month, so that there will be little
from which position he recently re- or no delay In the work of construcPair Half -- Soles
signed. Rev. John W. Barron made tion. Today tho construction gang is
speech. Refresh- working on tho North Second street-Nethe presentation
ments were served during the evenin Two Minutes,
York avenue curve.
ing and a thoroughly enjoyable time
was had by all present.
TOO LATE TO CLARIFY
for which We
The Evening Citizen hns been re- j
quested to warn those who have been
Two mangle girls at once.
notified by Special Health Officer WANTED
Imperial Laundrv oomoanv
Charge Only
Mainz and have yet failed to clean up
At once, twenty men for
their back yards and quit throwing WANTED
Colorado. Atlas Employment Co.,
rubbish out in tho alleys, that they
212 South Second street.
will be arrested it they do not comply
with the notice at once. The board of FOR SALE My saddle horse. Mrs.
J. W. Prestel, 410 North Second
health is determined to have a clean
street. Auto 'phone, 082.
city, nnd no favors will be shown In
the arrests of those who vlolnte the FOR RENT IiUrge, cool rooms, for
gentlemen only; well ventilated and
ordinance. Some of Albuquerque's
clean;
rent
reasonable. 524 West
citizens are in the habit of throwing
Railroad avenue.
tin cans, cast off clothing and many
o
other unsightly things into their back
IF YOU PLACE A "PAY DAY" ORyards, and over the fence into the DER, THAT
BUY IN LARGE
alleys, and Officer Mainz Is after these QUANTITIES IS, ONCE
A
MONTH,
people redhot. He says he will land YOU CAN NOT
AFFORD TO MISS
some of them in Jail.
CALLING
AND
iGETTING OUR
PRICES
CARVER'S HORSES SHOW
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY ON
EVERY PURCHASE.
SUPERIOR KNOWLEDGE
WE WANT YOUR
BUSINESS,
AND WILL SHOW YOU WHY IT Is
EDUCATED EQUINES LEISURELY TO YOUR ADVANTAGE TO TRADE
WITH US. NEW ACCOUNTS SO- 218 S. Second
Opposite PostofficG- SURVEY SPECTATORS, BEFORE LICITED.
MAKING PERILOUS DIVE.
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
"Good Thing to Eat."
25-ce- nt
The first material preparation to be
CLOSING
SALE.
big
OUT
made for he
Fourth of July cele75-ce- nt
bration, which is to take place at
We
will
out
Misell
entire
of
stock
begun
Traction Park, was
this morning, when Contractor West brook be- llinery at a sacrifice, as all mutt be
gan e xcavation for a pond, into which sold by July 1st.
lr. Carver's flying horses will make THE GILBERT MILLINERY CO. Cooling and InvlKorating to the scalp. Prevents the hair falling out. Retheir daring iplunge. The advanced
moves and prevents dandruff. Imparts a delightful odor
The picnic basket for sale at the
atelligenco that Mcintosh Hardware
education and the
to the hair. Your money back, if not satisfactory.
company's
store
these diving horses display is won- are Indispensable for outing parties.
derful. Unescorted, and without
driven, they ascend to a height MEADOW GOLD BUTTER, LB.. 25c
of from forty to eighty-fivfeet. At BEST GRADE KANSAS EGGS,
the top of the incline there is a platPER DOZ
20c
form, where, with sober Inquisitive-nes- s, GUARANTEED
FRESH RANCH
the educated animals halt and
EGGS, PER DOZ
THE BLUE FRONT.
30c
leisurely survey ithe crowd, the scen117 West Railroad Avenue.
Both Telephones.
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
ery and the pond. As if assured that
"Good Things to Eat."
all Is well, one after another, each
Just Received Elban Length Silk
springs elastlcally for the water. The
DO YOU WANT A GOOD SMOKEl
water into which the horses dive will Gloves, $1 and $2 per pair.
LION 8TORE.
be twelve feet deep.
e
Buy one, a dozen or a box of
ALL KINDS OF BERRIES, AND
Lily
you
recigars
will
CASINO
end
LOTS OF THEM, AT MALOY'S.
alize what an aromatic,
o
BAND
FREE
CONCERT AND
See the picnic baskets in the Mcincigar is. Don't
TRAPEZE
PERFORMANCE
IN tosh Hardware
company's display
Judge
5 cents for one,
by
price
It
its
FRONT OF THE THEATER FRI- window.
$2 for fifty, boxed but esteem It for
DAY NIGHT,
AT 7:30 O'CLOCK
Just Received
Elban Length Silk
SHARP.
what It really is, a uniformly fine,,
Gloves, $1 and $2 per pair.
cigar.
Wanted, a
bowling team, to
LION STORE.
beat the Affidavits, at the West BowlThe "Affidavits" are open for a
ing Alleys.
challenge from any
team on
Fresh Vaccine Points at Ruppe's.
earth, at the West Bowling alleys.
113a WEST RAILROAD AVENU

Sewing Machine

f

a

..:.

w

75c-

Street

FREEA

Bottle of Williams' Liquid
Shampoo with a
Bottle

Antiseptic
of Maack's Celebrated Hair Tonic.

le-in- g

The Williams Drug Co.

e

the-Whit-

g,

'

full-valu- e

A.

Si BALL!

M
AT TRACTION PARK
SUNDAY, JUNE 1 7,'0(5
LAS VEGAS BLUES

RICHARDS

Convenience - Comfort - Security
The
duties

telephone makes the
lighter, the cares less,

and the worries fewer.

vs.

YOU NEED

Albuquerque Browns

J.

A TELEPHONE

The telephone preserves your
health, prolongs your life ami
protects your home.
IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

p

post-offic-

CAME CALLED

Admission,

e

has-been-

GRAND

AT 3:30 P. M.

50

STAND

cents

FREE.

The St. Elmo
IOSEPH BARNETT, PropV.
i 2 0 West Railroad Avenue

Finest Whiskies

;

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

J

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

0

JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE
X

SIlllll

X

Light rig leaves city for the springs
FINELY FURNISHED COTTAGES.
veiy Monday and Wednesday
Of from two to five rooms, to rent
Four-horsstage leaves city every
for housekeeping to visitors
at th Springs.
Friday through In one day. Only
.1
R. BLOf.K. Protv
line with change of stock cn r0ute.
Jemez Hot Springs, New Mexico
e

W. L, Trimble &

Co., Agents, Albuquerque.

TO THE
LADIES:
here
to

weather is
too warm
wash and iron. Send your
Shirt Waists and White Dresses to us. We will laundry theui cof
ivctly and will deliver them to you in a nice box they will not be
crushed or wrinkled. Domestic or glots finish.
Hot

Back of Postoffice.
Call the Red Wagons.
Auto., 319; Colo., Red 148.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

Imperial Laundrv Co.

EVENING

CITIZEN AND GET THE

HEWS

ALBUQUERQUE
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DIRECTORATES
COMPOSED OF
FIGUREHEADS
President of New York
Central lias Place on
106 Boards.
RAIL CAR

NOVEL GASOLINE

Strenuous Time With Russian
Bees and Army of Norway Rodents.
Special Oorrt.s onrtonoe.
in
rctor
New York. June
record
10(5 corporation boards is the
pres
bv William H. Newman,
Sent of the New York Central
This Is according to the 1906
or directory of directors Just
which credits the VandcbM
esentaltvc with
of directorships or country. Senator
My other an in the
headed the
ivpew, who had for years
country, drop-llatof director, in this
year.
back to third Place this
the president
Frederick Underwood, second,
having
Is
of the Krie railroad.
directorships.
total of seventy-twIs fourth on
William K. Vanderbi.t
mb1
a
of slxtj-ne- ,
irmea Wmman. president of.the Nai:,.-I)i-

rail-roa-

lZ.

d

Zl

o

ban, niy

Sly a

.f?" flftn

meetings of
director. He
nles aa

r.
rlL

0,1

ot-.f.tler-

.J.ou"

ricnesT. man

. '

.

"

second

the
,.;; world,
' is a

.hp

'"nf which he

Is nomlnirom
jin office

ii..
SaZJ::
i derives no salary,
noPers,Vls first lieutenant who
1D!(iAnt

H H
Keis

..In. tiro. HPnt.

.

n-- ,-

.
an d is the aciua
ard Oil company,
twenty wo companies.

r

n-

-

Ktand-

doorman and one fine large Thomas
act. which bears the name of Juicy
Mill, battled for hours at the Church
street police stntlon a couple of days

Captain Quick nvers that the current
is going 1ackward at a location whore
It should be sot strong the other way.
Hacked up by P. M. Midbee, h
tlrst officer, Captain Quick says the
strange phenomenon occurred In the
Straits of Florida some days ago. There
it Is the usual thing to find the Gulf
stream setting to the northeast at the
rate of a knot and a ihalf an hour.
The shore side of the current is malting Its turn and the northward set begins, and the current Is reckoned on to
help the steamship on her homeward
trip.
From Alligator Reef light," said
Cajrtaln Quick, "to tho light at Carys- miies
fort. a distance of tnirty-rovt- r
the time was two hours and fifty min
utes late and lost another lull nan
hour here. It would bo that the uuu
stream, instead of setting to the
northeast at Its usual peed of a knot
and a half, was setting westward at
fully a strength of one and a liali
knots an hour.
'All the way up to Cape Hntteras
the Gulf stream was more feeble than
I nave usually found it, and we lost
the help of It to the extent of delay
ing our passage at least eignt noura.
Another showing made by me i.uu
stream told us that it was running
feebly. Oft Fowley Rocks, Florida,
we generally have a favoring current
of at least two to three Knois an
hour. On this voyage it wad scarcely one to one and a half knots. Passing through the straits we wtere about
five miles off shore."

-

Angry Swarm of Bees.
Twelve thousand bees, not Meltponas, or the sungiess variety, irom
Cula, but a host of angry, long ton- gued and sharply armed Caucasians,
the wonderful bees of Russia, equally
noted for their honey gathering abill
ties and stinging proclivities, Invaded
lower Cortlandt street a few after
noons ago.
The atr was black with bees and
blue with the exclamations and la
of
mentations
those unfortunate
enough to lie In the Immediate vicin
ity.
Truly the busy bee improved
each shining moment, and mud In
Cortlandt street was at a premium,
for the gutters were scraped dry to
ease the pain of the "stung."
This particular army of Caucasians
was In transit from Jamaica, L. I., to
Jersey apiaries. In all ten hives were
on a truck, whloh drew up at the
curb to be unloaded. Each hive contained eleven thousand, nine hundred
and ninety-ninbees and one queen
bee. Nine were safely unloaded and
then came trouble with the tenth.
As it was being lifted from the
truck the clamps holding the three
sections of the hive became unfastened, and they fell to the sidewalk, freeing the Caucasian army.
In an instant the air was alive with
bees, swarms of bees, and their angry
clamor drowned all other sounds. The
buzz-buz- z
was deafening, and eery
platoon of the army attacked an adversary, the nearest human being,
male or female, child or adult. Not
one bee, but a dozen, landed on each
victim.
After clearing the field the bees
swarmed on a chimney across the
street, where an experienced
bee
handler hived them the next day, afanger
had cooled.
ter their

ago.

Aigrette Wearer Prosecuted.
of milliMilliners, manufacturers
nery, end ..followers ot fashion will
risk prosecution If there be a continuance of the sale and wearing of aig-

rettes.

j

e

-

yin
a director
is also
1
Bi.io he never fails
a
-

eagle which he recentbank
J P. Morgan, the head of the
nau
e.
nis
.taring
ing house
i
fiftv.two companies and U
I..
Presents Mr. Morgans
i iv.....
V . I
nonriTp
rm in fifteen cumi"""".
hts
Mr.
MrS
heads
Gould Just
ree
ntt-tin
being

i

The cause of the trouble was the
demolition of the building formerly
occupied by the Coal and Iron Ex
change at the southeast corner of
Cortlandt. and Church streets. The
building Is giving way to a modern
skyscraper. Next door Is the Church
street police stAtion.
Contractor Ros, ff Is in charge of
the work of tearing down the old ex-- i
chnnge. In the basement wore loune
about 100 tons of coal and In the rear
of the coal were some old vaults containing ancient records of the exchange. It was found necessary to remove the coal In baskets and Hungarian and Jewish laborers were employed for this work.
Many tons had been removed when
a machine was put In operation sounding for the foundations of the new
began.
building. Then the trouble
The noise and vibrations ot the great!
machlno aroused the hidden popula- Hon of the vaults. All the laborers
rushed up and refused to descend
again. Then Contractor Ros off went
down to Investigate. Ho also quickly
The cellar was one
reappeared.
seething mass of rats of all ages,
sizes and species.
Policemen and the station house cat
were summoned, and, after battling
for hours, what was left of the enemy
had disappeared.

Commissioner Whipple of tihe State
Fish, Forest end Game department
has announced that he will Issue an
order calling tho attention of imitiners
and others to the fact that the traffic
In the skin and plumage of the heron
and osprey, from which aigrettes are
chiefly made, is unlawful, and that
violation of the statutes of the state
will be speedily followed by prosecution.
The Audubon society has for some
time waged war on the use of aigrette
made up from the plumage ot the heron and osprey. It Is a fact that the
destruction of Tieron has been widespread of recent years as the dictates or fashion called for the manufacture of thousands of these mil
ornaments.
Commissioner Whipple says the law
has been sustained by the Court of
Apjieals In the Sllz case, which involved the use of game birds out of the
closed season.

Drawing Class Publicly Taught.
advertising ideas have
at last invaded the sacred realms of
arU. No longer does she hide herself
remote
In sky parlors and studios
from the eye of the vulgar throng.
,it.r.rhin.
A scool in Wiest Fourteenth street
.
In
houses.
which are taught newspaper
MrK Twombly is ninth
sketching and magazine Illustrating
' IV"'
n
director
occupies two floors of a building on
,
-- ZZ.
nkPfpller. Jr.. is in
the north side of the thoroughfare,
!miM;
uncle William
restaurants,
hike the nickel-plate- d
whose pancakes and sinkers nre cook",:"'" an in
or more, is
ed in the window In plain sight of all,
takes
companies. C .W. Morse
the proprietor of the art school wants
.
coir.pa
tWnntv
.
u..--the public to know that there is no
leresi a
who
Hyde,
H.
Numerous Colony of Rati..
nits, while James one-timsham about his methods.
s- d
of
at
sought the honor
Thousands of rats, forty policemen,
The windows of the school are
is
Depew.
facing Senator
companies. several sergeants and roundsmen, a brightly lighted. On the lower of the
in njpntv-thre- e
a director
Edward H. Harriman isAnthony
xs.
companies.
in forty-siUmrds and H.
Brady is In forty-seve"
,'
E. Huntington is m
Belmont Is In twenty-fiv- the
P.
and George
MeroJ
First National bank, is
companies.
.
Railroading With Gasoline.
A novelty of railroad csmict!"
Pac : ftc
lias arrived from the Union
be .tried
works at Omaha, Nebraska toErie
railin experimental tests on theof striking
car
motor
a
is
U
road.
own
design and It arrived under its a depower without a breakdown orwill be
lay during the long run, and
iput into use at once.
Lent to the Erie fcjr E.
he
president of the Union Pacific,
by
the
out
turned
seventh
car is the
latter railroad, which is to use them
on runs on several of Its branch roads
in the west.
a
In outward appearance the car isadmost
the
from
departure
great
use.
vanced passenger cars now in a
liaa
It
type.
of
Its
first
It is the
crart,
resemblance to a seagoing"bow,
windows, its
port-likits
with
-stern" and turtleback roof.
if ia .lntmpd that the car is water
tight, dustproof and cannot be telescoped because of Its round end con-Is
It
struction. Built entirely of steel.
a seating
forty-fivfeet long and has
persons. In
onanltv for
Is located
the forward end, or "bow,"
a six cylinder gasolene motor, which
drive the car at a speed of from forty
tn slxtv mile an hour, and recent
tests show that as a grade climber It
equals the performance of the best
locomotive.
As a complete train a trailer of the
feet
same outside finish and thirty-on- e
long Is (n use on the western roads,
arranged as a combination buggage,
mail and express car.
n

.i.m htni
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4 BIG DAYS 4
BORAX ..TOs GAS BMP..

two floors tho class In life drawing
meets every night, the model, generally a man dressed as a western desperado, with revolver pointed at the
Imaginary victim, stands on a raised
platform In plain sight of the pedestrians on the otner side of tho street.
The young men and women of ,the
class, busy with pencils, are also on
public view, and the show attracts a
throng every night.

--

Mule-Tea-

m

--

Will produce Whiter

Curious Water Gates.
There are perhaps no buildings In
the city that have caused the same1
amount of curiosity as the little one- n
used by the
story structures
city as water gates to shut oft the
water supply In different mains In
case of accident.
The downtown gates are all under
ground but those uptown, two at
Ninety-thirand Columbus avenue
and one each at 113th, 110th and 135th
streets and Amsterdam avenue, are
compact structures of granite and
have the appearance of small armories
or powder mncazines. Surronded by
green plots, all scrupulously neat,
they cause no end of questions.

AT-

Vaudeville Bill

Ckaner Clothes
In Your Laundry
Than any other article
And with less labor

A Trio

A

of Acrobats
tc

50-Mlnu-

Sketch

Dabo Lucille

20
Babe Florence
Illustrated Songs
Mule- - Team
band concert and trapeze
Friday Night,
BORAX performance
front of theater, 7:30 sharp.

d

Physical Examination of Nurses.
The qualifications, both educational
and physical, for trained nurses are
steadily becoming higher. An uptown
hospital with a large training school
has added as Its most recent equip
ment an exHinniHuon uy u specumsi
of the applicant's feet.
If they are found to be so week or
In such a condition that they would
interfere with the usefullness of the
nurse, who of necessity Is almost con- stantly on her feet, it Is considered
sufficient cause for denying the application. In any case, the nurse gets
a regular statement of Just what bones
or muscles In her feet are deficient
for the strain they will be called upon
to undergo.
This Is turned over to the director
or the training school gymnasium,
who immediately sets about develop- lng the weak points by systematic
exercise and treatment.

FRIDAY. JUNE

free

in

ADMISSION, 13 and 25 cents

Will Cleanse Every Article
In your Kitchen

or Dining Room
And maKe it Bright

GPEfflBM, JULY 4-

-

20
Mule-Tea-

The Great Carver, Champion Shct of ihe World.
Evil Spirit of the Plains, with His Diving Horse
Combination. World's Greatest Sensational Show

m

BO RAX
Will Sterilize

,

i

All Articles of Clothing,

Acting as an
Antiseptic and Preventing
Odor from Perspiration.
Insist on
Boras. If
your dealer hasn't it don't buy adulterated borax. Write to us, tell us his
same, enclosing 5c, and we will mail
you a package and will also send you
our illustrated booklet, "Boras in tha
Home." Address, Pacific Coast Boras
Co., Chicago, 111.

Highest Paid Conductor.
It is a settled fact now that New
priced
York Is to have the highest
This Is
conductor In the world.
Wasill Sofonoff, who is to conduct
the Philharmonic Orchestra for the
next three years and get. $20,000 for
All the News Worth Reading.
his services.
Buggy riding is the order of the
The Philharmonic fathers, however, day.
nre not to pay all of this salary.
A large crowd attended church on
They nre responsible for only $13,000
of this annual sum. The remaining Sunday.
Pascal Dykes gave Miss Ella
$7,000 will be paid by the National
a call Sunday.
Conservatory of Music in return for
Mrs. Rebecca Fredericks vlsted Ma- M. Safonoff's services as director of
the school and teacher of the piano. "'
'Bgo,-"visited Mrs. Lucy
Even with two sources of supply. D keg Sundav.
was
compensation
never such
there
Everything is looking green and the
,. -- otin.
4i,
gardens are doing well
If you see a frog up a tree.
Following tho Flag.
Pull Its tail and think of me.
When our soldiers went to Cuba
Roses are red and violets blue,
and the Philippines, health was the
I love you like six by two.
most important consideration. Willis
Rosea are green and violets blue,
T. Morgan, retired Commissary SerSugar is sweet and so are you)
geant U. S. A., of Rural Route No. 1, j Come on. Uncle Gid, with you red- Concord, N. jr.. says: "I was two headed son.
years in Cuba and two years in the
My pencil is bad, my writing worse;
Philippines, and being subject to! Cod bless you if you read this verse.
colds, I took Dr. King's New DiscovCANDY STICK.
ery for Consumption, which kept me
Dykes Hollow Correspondence
In perfect healtn.
And now In Newj
(Tenn.) News.
Hampshire, we find it the best medi
cine In the world for coughs, colds,1
"Pardon me," said the man who
bronchial troubles ad all lung dis-- j wished to buy a ticket, "but which is
eases. Guaranteed at all druggists, tho best way to go to San Francisco."
Price 50c and $i. Trial bottle free.
"By rail," replied the ticket agent.
Van-hoos-

er

The Flying Automobile the most
Don't fail to see Dr. W. F. Carver
n his marvelous exhibition with shot daring and awful feat of frenzied fury
gun and rifle.
the world has ever known.
His Five Famous Diving Horses
never disappointing or making a mis-- ;
take.
The World's Greatest Sensation
the Girl in Red riding the clown horse
Cupid in his
dive.
40-fo-

The Doctor offers $100 to any lady
who will successfully ride Silver King
in his
dive.
Excursion trains and special round
trip rates over railroad. Don't forgtt
the date
40-fo-

WEDNESDAY, JULY 4th

TRACTION PARK (Fair Grounds)
ADMISSION, 50 cents

Summer Bates West

x

n

e

Ss,

Vou should plan to take that trip to California. You will enjoy the
change. Visit the Grand Canyon and Petrified Forest.
Liberal
limit aoid stopovers.
$36
LOS ANGELES AND R TURN
$36
SAN DIEGO AND RETURN
$45
SAN FRANCISCO AND RETURN
For other rates and full particulars, call at ticket office. Tick-o- n
sale every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, during May, June,
T. E. PURDV, Agent.
Julv, August and September.

,

SPECIAL RATES TO THE EAST

Now Is the time to take tnat trip back home. Take advantage of the low rates to the east. Tickets on shle at special reduced
rates for the round trip, from June 1 to September 30.
$55.35
CHICAGO AND RETURN
$47.85
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
On the following dates tho Santa Fe will sell excursion tickets
to the principal points In Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota,
Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin and
"Wyop-.lng- :
IncluInclusive, and July
also June
June
sive. Call at ticket office and we will help you plan a trip. Below
find rates to a few of the principal points$51.50
CHICACO AND RETURN
$46.50
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
$48.65
MEMPHIS, TENN., AND RETURN
$39.00
KANSAS CITY AND RETURN
T. E. PURDY, Agt.
Kfcturn limit of all tickete, October 31.

1UTO

And over, Schlitz beer has been famous
because of its purity. When it was brewed
in a hut it was brewed by a master, aiming .at new ideals. Now our output exceeds
a million barrels annually.
Our agencies
dot the whole earth. Yet we still double
the necessary cost of our brewing, to make
certain that the product is pure.

e

e
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Erie Road Gettina Trade.
is understood that serious devel

opnients are impending in tho dispute
over differential rates for through
iassenger service between Chicago
T1k? Erie railroad,
and this icUy.
which has heretofore held aloof from
the quarrel. Is at present the uncer
tain factor In the nltuation. Official
tf the system are now planning to
adopt some radical step, the announce
ment of which Is awaited with cdnsld
eralde uneasiness by the rival lines
The Erie has displayed such activity
curing the last few years In gettin
through freight and passenger bus
ness from the west that its encroach
nn'iits have been seriously felt by It
i:in tltors. '1 ho differential dispute
H really a war between general pas
agents, several of whom hav
I e :i
outdistanced by business rival s
tj such an extent that the attention
cf tbe managements of the varlou
tr ink lines has been focussed on th
i Jl.jeet.
Erie Interests contend that, as the
pre virtually sandwiched between the
I : '
great systems of the lVnnsyl-unland New York Central, they are
l'jrced into extraordinary exertions to
o! tain and hold business.
Gulf Stream Gets Peculiar.
According to Captain Robert 11.
Quick of the Morgan line El Alba, in
from ualveston. Texas, ihe gulf
1rt
: tream
Is exhibiting a new idiosyn-oracand In all of the years that
the well known master mariner has
tailed to and from southern ports
along tie track of that ocean current
It never aerved hira the trick recorded
in the log of the voyage just finished.

Communication Made Easy
El Paso & Southwestern System
Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

Rock Island System
Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best. The only way with two through

trains daily, carrying standard and tojrlst sleepers, observation Jin.
lng cart, chair cars and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time.

Common beer, usually, costs you just as

much

for the Brewery Bottling.
Common beer is sometimes substituted for Schlitz.
To avoid being imposed upon, see that the cork or crown is branded

Ask

TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.
For full particulars see any agent, or address

as

CARNETT KING

Schlitz.

V.

R. STILL
Gen. Pass.

General Agent.

Agent

EL PASO, TEXAS.
ISC7J

as

:
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Santa
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Phone Auto.
Mclini & E.ikii)
So. First St., Albuijucrquv.

Y

Fa mous.
That MaAp Ml hm ukpp
lJ
U
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Fe Centra! Railway System

SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parts
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso ft Bouthwetern,
and Chicago, Hock Island & Pacific Hallways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe, N. M with the Atchison, Topcka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited.
8. B. ORIMSHAW.
W. H. ANDREWS,
Pres. and Oen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Ugr.
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
A. L. GRIMSHAW,
J. P. LYNG,
Traveling; Frt. and Pasi. Aft.
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL OFFICES

0

FRIDAY,

JUNE

ALBUQUERQUE
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BALDWIN

REFRIGERATOR

You have It In
YOUR OWN

HOME

At a very small cost,
And the convenience for
ONE SUMMER
Is worth the iprlce. Call and ask to
see the Baldwin Dry Air Circulator.

CITIZEN".

At

National League,
Brooklyn

rittiilnirg

r.

.

e.

6

9
9

l
5

Boston

2

7

0

13

1
Cincinnati
Batteries
Dorner and Brown;
Wicker and Livingston.
At New York
R. H.E.
St. Louis
4
8
3

New

York

6 10

Batteries Druhot attu
and Bowerman.

BOTH PHONES.
CORNER COAL AVENUE AND SOUTH SECOND STREET

4

Raub;

American League.

At Cleveland

R.

H.E.

3 12
Cleveland
V
New York
2 12
Batteries Hess, Johns and Beraii;
urtn aiui Kieinow.
R. H.E.
At Detroit
THIS CHANCE TO SE5 6 1
Detroit
D 10
Philadelphia
0
Batteries
Donahue and Schmidt; CATTLE SHIPMENTS
CURE BARGAINS IN
Coakley and Schreck.
FROM TERRITORY
At Chicago
R. H.E.
Chicago
2
3 2
a R N e ss
Wnshington
0 5 3 EXPORT FROM GRANT AND LUNA
Batteries Walsh and Sullivan; Pat- jYJI
SADDLES
COUNTIES NOT AS LARGE AS
Hn and Kittredge.
LAST YEAR.
BRIDLES
Western League.
LAP ROBES
At Des Moines
Secretary Will Barnes of the cattle
R. H.E.
Des Moines
15 11 1 sfnltary board reports the following
AND ETC.
6 11 4 shipments of cattle from Grant and
Sioux City
Luna counties:
Batteries Miller and Towne;
Lyons and Campbell company. SilLlndsey and Hess.
R. H. E. ver City to Wyoming, 1,082 head.
At Denver
We are offering some very special prices on this line of goods
7 9 2
Denver
Frank Benton, Silver City, to Wyoadd it will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.
2
7 4 ming, 1,082 head.
Omaha
Morgan and Zaluskl;
A. E. De Ricquels, Demlng, to South
Batteries
CO.
Kohkalik and Gonding.
Dakota, 1,370 head.
W. H. Weldon, Lake Valley, to
U. H. E.
At Put bio
Pueblo
U 15 2 Dodge City, Kan., 2,218 head.
7 3 2
In this late shipment there were
Lincoln
Batteries
Stimuiel and Messltt; over one hundred and thirty different
about even, but the efficiency of the
brands.
lire department has made it a Morse and Zinran.
CARD IN snops
NEW
While cattle shipments from tho
a valuable ally of the city fire deAmerican Association.
partment should a serious conflaflra- southern district are not as heavy as
At Louisville
they were during the corresponding
tion ever break out In this city.
Ixniisvllle
period last year they are quite active
R. B. Burns, chief engineer of the Kansas City
for all that.
Santa Fe coast lines, is reported to be
At Holedo
SUNDAY
rapidly falling at his Los Angeles Toledo
ELECTRICAL WORK.
2
home, and but little hops is enter- Minneapolis
Estimates
on all kinds of wiring and
At Columbus
tained for his recovery. It is probcheerfully
installations
1 electrical
able that lie can live but a short time. Columbus
THE DISCONTINUANCE OF TRAINS
8 given and work guaranteed. We carry
nas been in lor montns witn a St. Paul
lie
in stock a full line of electric and
NOS. 9 AND 10 THE ONLY
spinal trouble, and recently showed a
At Indianapolisftvtiirpa
....... an1 all
.... onnn!lna
1 , pnmhlnnttrtn
'
n- slight Improvement and was removed Indianapolis
CHANGE OF ANY NOTE.
Fans
the hot days, desk and cell- 2
to the Arrowhead sanitarium, but Milwaukee
ing. can anu see us when in dark-inewithout the benefits hoped for.
His
and bo
Southwest- The new Santa Fe time card, to go condition has gradually become worse
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
em Electric and Construction com- Into effect on next Sunday, schedules and it is now realized that he cannot
pany.
(Homestead Entry No. 5956.)
the trains to arrive and depart from recover.
Department of the Interior, Land Ofthe local station as follows:
COAL IS DOWN.
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., May 12,
At a conference of officials of the
Train No. 1 Same as before.
1906.
Train No. 7 Arrive at 12:05 a. m. Santa Fe, Southern Pacific and Union
Commencing witn June 15, coal will
Notice is hereby given that the fol- be vsold at the Clarkvllle yards until
Pacific railroads, held yesterday in
and depart 12:45 a. m.
Train No. 3 Arrive 11:05 a. ni., de- Omaha, Neb., It was decided to cut lowing named aettler has filed no- further notice, at $5.50 per ton.
passenger rates In six western states tice of his Intention to make final
part 11:15 a. m.
J. S. BEAVEN, Manager.
and two territories. At the conclu- proof in support of his claim, and
Train No. 2 Same as before.
sion of the conference It was made tha said proof will be made before
Train No. 4 Same as before.
MONTE CARLO
Trains Nos. 9 and 10 will be re- public that a rate of four cents per the probate clerk at Albuquerque,
placed by trains Nos. 22 and 27, the mile, effective July 1, would pervall New Mexico, on July 5, 1906, viz.:
The undersigned has onened a first- John M.of Laguna, Valencia class
former being the train from El Paso In Arizona and New Mexico.
saloon, name
is the
to Albuquerque, and the latter the The Optic says: The body of James county, N. M., for the north half of "Monte Carlo," at 115 ofW. which
Railroad avequarter
26,
the
of
section
northeast
Albuquerque
to El Paso. M. Peaoock, the young man who died township 7
train from
nue, and Invites the public to call
north, range 6 west.
No. 22 is due to arrive In Albuquerque Tuesday
and see him. The saloon will be con
hospital, was
at
railroad
the
names
following
He
the
witnesses
passengers
7:30..
will
at
The
from It
order, and the
shipped Wednesday afternoon to his to prove his continuous residence ducted in first-clas- s
be transferred to train No. 2 at the old home at Evansville,
oest of treatment accorded patrons
George
upon
Ind.
cultivation
and
land,
of
said
27
local station. No.
will depart for A. Peacock,
A fine free lunch will be served ev
of Albuquerque, the viz.:
El Paso at 12:35 a. m. This train brother of the deceased,
cry Saturday night.
L. YNDA.
In the
arrived
C.
C.
Kenneth
Gunn,
E.
B.
Millett,
will be made up In the local yards.
city and Is accompanying the body to George H. Pradt and John S. Pradt,
Unknown Friends.
Evansville.
all of Laguna. New Mexico.
BLIND PASSENGER
There are many people who have
MANUEL
R.
OTERO,
LEAPS FROM TRAIN.
used Chamberlain's
Colic. Cholera
A new machine was received at the
Register. and Diarrhoea Remedy witn splendlt
local depot the other day, and placed
Aaron Culp Feared Arrest, When He In
results, but who are unknown becaus
the waiting room. It is for stampThe Very Best Remedy for Bowel
Took Jump From a Moving
they have hesitated about gtvlug a
ing names on aluminium slips, at five
Trouble.
Locomotive.
testimonial of their experience
fo
cents a fclip. These machines are be- searching parties have been 6ent ing put in all the Santa Fe waiting! well known resident of 'Bl.ifrton. ind . publication. These people, however
are.
none the less friends of this rem. on
out from Barstow to look after the rooms. Two new eum machines wepe savs- - -- i
body of Aaron Culp. who Tuesday also received to be put 1n the waiting Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy as the edy. They hnve done much toward
making
it a household word by their
night Jumped from the head end ot rooms of the local deiot.
very best remedy for bowel trouble.
personal recommendations to friends
I make this statement
the Salt Lake overland, as the train C. E.
after having and neighbors. It Is a good medicine
Carson has resigned the po- used t ne remedy In 'my family
approached Cottonwood. Fear of arfor sevof superintendent of the North- eral
years. I am never without it." to have in ho home and is widely
rest prompted the young man to take sition
ern division of the Colorado & South- This remedy
known for its cures of diarrhoea an
the fatal leap. His companion, Harry ern.
sure to be all forms
Denver, to engage in the coal needed before isthealmost
of bowel trouble. For sale
Swonger, with whom
was stealing business
summer is over.
a ride, returned to San Bernardino on formerly at Denver. Mr. Oarson was Why not buy it now, and be (prepared by all druggists.
superintendent of terminals ffi"it Ciinh nn nmsv
t
n.
the Santa Fe and notified the authori- of
If you want results in advertising
the Missouri Pacific, at Kansas , 1 druggl,!ts- ties. H is of the opinion that Culp City,
try an Evening Citizen want ad.
and later at St. Ixmls.
was kilted, as the train was going at
clip. Passing Cottonwood,
a
Superintendent
J. Parker of the
he thinks he saw the body cf his Santa Fe railway, R.
accompanied by his
friend lying near the track.
family, have gone to Ixs Angeles, Cal.
-Culp was green at the hobo method His family
remain in California
of traveling, and his fear of the dis- during the will
summer,
but
Mr.
Parker
grace of leing arrested induced him will return to
his duties In New Mexto jump off when the switch lights of ico in a few davs.
v
Cottonwood came into view. He came
W1 1 1
to California recently from Barr's
The office of general
COMBINES
western
Mills, Ohio, and intended to go to Salt freight agent of thexWet Shore railTWO SIGHTS ON A SOLID
Lake wiih Swonger.
road, at Chicago, has been abolished,
LENS. NOTHING TO BREAK
Swonger states that he did not and S. D. Barlow, who has held that
notify the train crew nor the Bars-to- position, will accept services with the APAKT OB INTERFEKE
WITH THE
authorities because he was afraid same company elsewhere.
SIGHT.
of having suspicion for the tragedy
MANUFACTUEED BY THE
cast upon himself. Affection for his Harry W. Myers, traveling auditor1
of
the
Santa
Fe,
was
finally
OPTICAL CO.
BEBBEfc
overcame his fear for
comrade
married June 12
his personal safety, and prompted him ?, Ml8s Pauline Butler, of Kansas re
ALBUQUERQUE N.MEX.
4
notify Officer Ketring, who turned
him over to Deputy Sheriff McNabb.
Telegrams were sent to Barstow and
attempts are being made to find the
gwreOTi!
hid body.
Injurod man or
rrv'sw
Culp Still Alive.
Late Wednesday afternoon word
was received from Barstow that Culp
had been found in the neighborhood
of Cottonwood, as stated by Swonger, r
es
and that ho was being sent to San
Bernardino on the Santa Fe- limited,
to be placed In the county hospital.
No information was Kent as to how
badly the man was hurt. San Bernardino Index.
2-
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ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE

TIME,

EFFECT NEXT

fr

ss

nirj

j

' lur9"?

REFORM BIFOCUDS

t-

WITH EVERY VEHICLE WE SELL,
Any part falling by
moans of defective
material or workman- ship will be made good
without expense to the i
owner, irrespective of;
iuuy proiecis you as 10 quality.
t 10 prices, you can t beat ours on thd
samp grade of goods.
ehop
Our repair
is in the hands of skilled men and Is equipped with
all necessary appliances for doing the highest grade of repairing
upholstering, trimming and painting. Ring up, write or call.

Albuquerque Carriage Co
CORNER

OF

FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

Albuquerque

Foundry and Machine Works
t. nLL, rroprlmtor
Castings; Ore, Coal

uuj,

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CflTY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

-- 1

Gfngfal Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS

GOOD
TABLE BOARD, $4 A
WEEK, AT ELITE CAFE. 120 WEST
SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO POST- OFFICE.

Both Phones

Third and MarquctU

xxxxxxxxn

Bain and Old
Hickory Wagons

CLEANING

THORNTON The Cleaner
Cleans everything.
He is the
Moving, pack,
Furniture Man.
ing and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and is no upstart at
the business. There Is no other
Just Thornton. Both 'Phones.
737 South Walter Street
HrXX-XXXXXX-

1

mm

Tit

.,

,

i.ss

Spring Wagons
Buggies and
Carr ages
Harness and
Saddles

va

If

Thos. F. Keleher
OILS, VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles,
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cas'a paid for Hides and
Pelts.
408 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.

you.

J.

KORBER

&

Wholesale and Retail, Albuquerque

CO.,

M

WE FILL

I
I

Meat Market
Salt Meats.

Steam Sausage Factory.

EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third

la

that you give
us a on a nee
to figure witH

Ip

THIRD STREET

quality-an-

iprlce

you
what
want, we ksb,

PAINTS,

All Kindt of Fresh and

x

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

ELITE CAFE

CARPET

11

and Lumber . Car;
laaftUn.
.
. n .
T
r
W
tW-uauuii, meiuj
it.. It... uibuv imii,
voiamna ana iron wrnn let
Buildings.
IT0fBlru on Mining mnd mill Machinery m pelstty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albaqsertae, w. at.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

PRESCRIPTIONS

I
I

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXTJO BANK OF
COMMERCE,
0

At Consistent
Prices

j

j

Street

SKDOCOCX30CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX3

A. D. JOHNSON

THE CELEBRATED

O. F. O.
WHISKEY
BotUed

General Contractor
PLANTS

A

SPECIALTY

HOUSE MOVING
PUMPS, TANKS
AND WINDMILLS

In Bond.

Lead Avenue and First Street.

Cor.

L. H. SHOEMAKER

MELINI & EAKIN

General Repair Shop.
packed1 and crated; gaso
line and gaa stoves repaired.
Next to Walton's drug store, South.
Third street.

Furniture

Sole Agents.

Albuquerque, N. M.
199.

PIONEER BAKERY

Ranches

v

RENTALS

and

Farms

oooocococx

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTAT
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
10,
Room
N. T. Armijo Building.

T,

CAKES A SPECIALTY.
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 South First Street. Albuquerque..

km

UP TO

dFe signs

STRONG BLOCK.

A. E. WALKER,

UNDERTAKERS

Secretary Mutual Building Aaeoel
tlon. Office at 217 West RaUroM
avenue.

rmK

INSURANCE.

TOTI A OR API
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.

Lucero

208 WEST SILVER AVE.

.

WEDDING

213 215 217

Myer,

Real Estate

0. W. Strong's Sons

SIMON

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Qalling Bros.)

&

Correspondence Solicited.
123 S. Third St.,
STEWART'S STEEL LAWN FENCE. 3 ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N. M.

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

Automatic Phone,

Wootton

AND

IRRIGATING

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

ih--

YA

Guarantee

Iron and Brass

STEAM

'

This Strong:

In-

Dear Sir: 1 wish to thank you very kindly for the
check for $98.57, which I have today received from your
company In full payment for my accident claim. My
only regret Is that I did not apply for a $2,000 policy
which would have given me $10 per week for the last
twenty weeks Instead of tho $5 per week which I am receiving under the $1,000 policy. 1 can certainly recommend your company, to all working people especially, as
my experience fully demonstrates tho value of your combination policy. For almost five months now 1 have been
unable to do an work whatever and having a wlfo and
four children to support this accident claim has been a
source of great comfort to me during my sickness and
enforced Idleness.
Again thanking you, t beg to remalu.
Very truly yours,
JOB SCH MITT.
P. S. Mr. Scbmitt was severely scalded by the bursting of nn Immense vat In the local brewery some five
months ago. He carried a $1,000 policy which cost him
but $29.20 per year and provides $1,000 In case of death
and $5 a week in case of sickness or an accident and
should he live twf nty years about the entire amount paid
in will bo returned to him.
F. 3. SCHWENTKER.

Brooklyn
i
Batteries Willis and Pelts; Strick-lot- t
and Dcrgen.
At Philadelphia
R. H.E.
Chicago
5
8 1
Philadelphia
1
8 1
Batteries Brown
and King
Lush and Dooln.
R, H. E.
At Boston

J. D. EMMONS, the FURNITURE MAN

If
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Albuquerque, N. M., June 5, 1906.
Mr. F. B. Schwentkcr, Manager Pacific Mutual Life
surance Compuny, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

COLD STORAGE
Is a luxury every one cannot afford, but with a

EVENING

Superintendents
Falrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

M.
and

MONUMENTS
201-21-

1

N. Second

St. Both Phones.

NORTH THIRD STREET.

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
'
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
t
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, mni
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North Broadway, corner of Washington avenue, Albuquerque, N. M--

lot-at- e

JLL3

13 TBS, 353". JBflT.

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

DOES NOT BUY
CLOUDCROFT

RESORT
The reported purchase by the Kl
Paso &. Southwestern of the entire
Cloudcroft reservation of 3, Son acres
was denied yesterday at the general
offices of the Southwestern In El Paso,
where it was stated that neither that
company
road nor the Phelps-Dodc- e
had bought any more land at Cloudcroft than it has owned since the
Idgo was built. The Southwestern
has always owned the lodge, the pavilion and the club rooms at Cloudcroft,
including the land on which these
(buildings stand, but it has not purchased the property of the Alamogor-d- o
Improvement company nor any further land in the Cloudcroft reservation. General Manager H. J. Simmons is now at Dawson and has not
been at Cloudcroft for some time.
Since the inauguration of a fire department at the local Santa Ke shops
the department has grown In efficiency
until it is the boast of the local shopmen that they have the best equipped
and swiftest railroad fire department
on the entire Santa Fe system. Two
fine hand reels are in use there, and
two companies of fire fighters have
been organized, between whom there
exists a spirited yet griendly rivalry,
for honors in speedy hose laying,
water getting .etc.'- - So far honors are

Located on the Belen

Cut-o- ff

ot The Atchison, Topeka

&.

Santa

F"e

Railway

Belea is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
Of 1.000 buslneet and residence lots, size 25xH2 feet, laid out with brosd 80 sod
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and frand old shade trees; publls school Soots, eosv
tea IHfiW; churches, Commercial club; a population of 1,600 inhabitants; largest mercantile establishments In New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 160 barrels dally; large
winery; ttree kotels.
resUarsats, etc. Belen Is tbe largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and bay in Central New Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot be estimated!

IL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS.

.

tit

:o

itti la I

MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE W.LL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH

crered are In the center of the eity. well grsded. (msny of them Improved by cultlvstlon)
aood yard, drug store, bsrees shop, etc., etc. Also a flrst-clasmodern hotel.
g

;

no tsnd or gravel.

AND SOUTH.

We need a flrstrdass bskery, tailor shop, shoe house, Jeweler, plumbing saos. slaalra snill.

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

The Belen Town and improvement Company
WM. M. BERQER.

ml JOHN BECKER, Presidents;

Secretarv

1

ALBUQUE11QUE
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PERSONAL
DAY AND WEATHER.

Stylish SUMMER Shoes
A Fine Appearance

the opening wedge
that forces recognition and wins a good start
is

THIS IS THE KIND OF APPEARANCE VE HAVE CREATED
FOR OUR SHOES. OUR SHOES SEU. ON THEIR SHAPE, AND
IN THE
LATTER INSTANCE,
TRAVETi ON THEIR MERIT.
THEY GO A LONG WAY.
WE WANT YOU TO EXAMINE OUR LINE. A LOOK WILL
SHOW THAT OUR DESCRIPTION IS TRUE, AND THEN THE
CHANCES ARE IN OUR FAVOR OF (MINING ANOTHER

$1.65 to $4.00
$1.85 to $4.00
$1.50 to $3.50

MEN'S LOW SHOES
MEN'S HIGH wHOES
WOMEN'S LOW SHOES
WOMEN'S HIGH SHOES
CHILDREN'S LOW SHOES
CHILDREN'S HIGH SHOES
MUB.mmv,.iLn.-jii3Mxnra.-

$1.50 to $4.00
$ .90 to $2.25
$1.00 to $2.50

i

8AUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
WTien
purchased at F. F. Trotter'a
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because ire always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

street

The Hickox - Maynard Co.

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
STREET.

80UTH SECOND

Tasty Fountain Beverages
We always knew we made good soda water. We had

a pretty good opinion of our Ice cream too. But when
we see the continued increase in the amount of
these good things we sell, we are inclined to think
that other folks think them good also. Do you? Try

It, you'll see.

J.

H. O'RIELLY CO,

LUMBER,

Garnet! Building

Druggists

-

CEMENT,

SASH,

-

Doors, Glass, Paint and

REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
First and Marquette,

-

At 4 o'clock this afternoon
coming Santa Ke passenger
were reported on time.

all

In-

trains

STORE OPEN THIS

Friday and Saturday Nights till 10
Railroad
over Mandell's
avenue, between First and Second
streets. Hours from 8 to 12 a. m., 1:30
to 6 p. m. Auto 'phone 203.
Office

on

We desire to call further attention to our complete line of

Dr. Williams has practiced his profession in Las Vegas for the past

seventeen years.

r.r;

TICKETS
AND

SOUGHT.

OUTING SUITS

SOLO

EXCHANGED

POR HOT SUMMER DAYS

Association Offlet

ROSENFIELD'S,

Transactions
Cuarantaad

1 1

s

8 W. R. R. Ave.

WM. CHAPLIN'S

o

THE BIG SALE IS NOW ON AT
UNION.
THE
CASH
BUYERS'
WHITE GOODS, DRESS GOODS,
EMBROIDERIES,
LACES
AND
SHOES, OXFORDS AND HOSIERY,
CLOTHING,
MEN'8 AND BOY'S
122 NORTH
SHOES AND HATS.
SECOND STREET.

SHOE STORE

Sf'hWHne Shoes

WATERMELONS!
GUARANTEED RIPE, PER LB.,
PRICE, 35C TO
2izC. AVERAGE
60C. TELEPHONE YOUR ORDERS.
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
"Good Things to Eat."

No. 121 West Railroad Avenue.

A man may be comfortable
and look disreputable by carelessness In his dress or he may
be comfortable nnd look at his
best. An outing suit produces
the latter effect. Thin, line magarments.
terials, perfect-fittin- g
Hlue Serges are "the thing"
now.
Equally popular are the
light colored fancy Worsteds,
Homespuns and Wool Crashes.
Economical, desirable and

London Club

Prices Range from $6.50 to $20

No. 424 North Second St.

SIMON
STERN
Railroad Avenue Clothier

LIVERY COMPANY"

Mrs. H. A. Brachvogel of Magda-len- a
SANITARY BOARDING
STABLE
spent yesterday In the city, visitUfQ
ing and shopping.
F. T. SCHMIDT, Prop.
agent
o
for
O. B. Wilson, New Mexico
Just Received Elban Length Silk
the Continental OH company, was a
Colo, phone, Blk. 35.
Auto., 311.
Gloves, $1 and $2 per pair.
morn
passenger for Santa Fe tuts
LION STORE.
ing.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Betts, prom
Evangelists H. A. Ironside and I.
inent neonle of Silver City, passed up Stewart, of Oakland and Palo Alto,
the road for Santa Fe on official busi Cal., will be here for a week, under
ness, this morning.
the auspices of the North Fourth
Mission. They will
W. E. Drake, with the McGaffey- - Street Gospel
Horabln company, at Thoreau, re give open air gospel addresses on the
turned today on the limited train from corner of Second street and Railroad
avenue, during the week, and on Sunbusiness trip to New lork.
day morning, Mr. Ironside will give a
The ladies of the WL C. T. U. will Chinese
chalk talk at the Sunday
hold a parlor meeting at the resi
at 10 o'clock. In the chapel, on
dence of Mrs. B. B. Borden. 401 South school
See Windows
Sea Windows
steet, nortih. of Mountain road.
Edith Btreet, Saturday afternoon at Fourth
gos
give
evangelists
will
he
also
30 o'clock.
i
pel addresses at the same place Sun- Wl B. Francis, bookkeeper for the day evening at 7: 30 o'clock. All cor- When we guarantee Schwab Clothes to give satWhitney company, has the distinction dlally Invited.
isfaction we leiterate, the guarantee given to us by
of being a stockholder of the com
Should anything prove unsatisfactory
makers.
the
pany, and of being elected secretary of
WATER MELONS AT MALOY'S.
we ask you to let us know and we shall make it
company.
the
right.
We are fallible; discrepancies creep past
Going to the mountains Sunday? We
The Woman's Home and Foreign will loan you
of us. Schwab Clothes are known as honbest
folding
pocket
a
the
kodak.
Missionary Society of the Presbyter- Houston, 205 West Railroad avenue.
they are honestly made and trimmed,
clothes
est
ian church was in session this afterThe
and will stand a remarkable amount of wear.
O
noon at the home of Mrs. W. J. MornCOAL IS DOWN.
fair minded roan will find they meet hi3 highest exing, of 226 North Walter street.
Commencing with June 15, coal will
pectations.
We have a good showing of Summer
"Albuquerque, N. M., the Metropolis
Prices
Styles.
Come in and look them over.
of the Land of Sunshine," is the title be old at the Clarkvlllo yards until
range from
of an illustrated booklet recently is further notice, at $5.50 per ton.
J. S. BEAVEX, Manager.
sued about this city. They are on sale
$10 TO $20
at. O. A. Matson & Cos.
ROLLER FLOUR MILL FOR SALE.
Mrs. Joseph Barnett and sister, Mrs.
Machinery,
including
complete,
SEE BIG WINDOW DISPLAY.
Pettihone and children, left last night boiler and engine, for
roller
for California, to spend the remainder flour mill. Address, Martin. Lonman,
of the summer. Mrs. Barnett has a Lae Cruces, N. M.
summer cottage at Ocean Pari;.
Just Received Elban Length Silk
The Golden Rule dry goods store
will soon spread out into 'the room to Gloves, $1 and $2 per pair.
LION STORE.
the west of its present location.
he work of cutting through the In
The picnic baskets for sale at the
tervening wall was begun yesterday. Mcintosh
Hardware company's store
Y.
Maynard
receipt
a
is
of
in
T.
are Indispensajle for outing parties.
Day,
Al
Darby
of
A.
late
letter from
querque, now of Providence, R. I., in
WANTED.
For Zoological Parks.
Day
Mr.
sends "his regards to
rhich
Live antelope, beaver, otter, wild
all the boys and his love to all the
turkeys, blue loco,' and mountain top
girls."
There will be a regular meeting of knot partridges, fox and black squir
Chapter No. 5. O. E. S., this rels, blue cranes, wild swans, geese
Adah
evening at 8 o'clock. Visiting mem and ducks; and all sorts of wild anibers are cordially invited, By order mals and birds. Write and tell me
of the worthy matron.
Laura Fluke, what you can get. Dr. Cecil French,
Naturalist, Washington, D. C.
Secretary.
o
Harvey P. Bittner will leave tonight
CASINO
on tue limned train for
to
attend the summer session of the Uni
BAND
September,
FREE
Chicago,
of
CONCERT AND
versity
until
IN
PERFORMANCE
when he will return to Stanford to TRAPEZE
FRONT
OF
year.
THE
begin his senior
THEATER FRI
The itoswell Record says; J. H. DAY NIGHT, AT 7:30 O'CLOCK
O'Kielly. of Albuquerque, arrived in SHARP.
the city Tuesday, via the auto route.
See the picnic baskets in the Mcln
and HarWholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers,
He is connected with a new insur- tosh
company's disdav
ance company being formed to operate window.Hardware
Presses. 2
in Ntw .Mexico and Arizona.
vesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons,
Dr. and Mrs. G. S. Easterday of
SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Wlutsonville, Cal., left last night for
Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.
St. Louis, after a pleasant visit in
A home made door, with trimmings
the city with his brother, Dr. and Mrs, for $1.25.
We are making window screens all
J. S. Easterday of this city.
Mios Grace Altaffer, who has been mortised together, and as strong as
North First Street
40 J,
South First Sireet
15,
making her home with her sister, Mrs. a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
or
that
W. Baine, of Sliver City, for the past screen door,
six months, passed through the city will outlast any door shipped in here
this morning en route to Alliance, from the cast, together with trim
mings, for $1.25.
Ohio.
e
the regular shop made
Miss Hanna Moore, of the Commer screen make
doors that have always cost,
this
boarding
left
house,
cial Club
$2.00 to $2.25, for $1.50.
morning on a pkasuro trip to her heretofore. SUPERIOR
LUMBER AND
Moore
Oswego,
N. Y. Miss
old home at
PLANING MILL CO.
city
expects to be absent from tho
FIRST ESTABLISHED
D.
several weeks.
Get your team together, boys and
OPTICIAN IN
Harry Fouts, local ticket agent for come down and beat the "Affidavits"
the Santa Fe, yesterday received no at the West bowling alley.
NEW MEXICO.
tiee. that the reduced rales to Chicago
The picnic baskets for sale at the
and ether eastern points would be ex- Mcintosh
Hardware company's store
tended. The advance dates of sale are Indispensable
for outing- narties.
'
will li. .lime 17 and 18 and July 19
to 21.
PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
Remember, Eureka Is the only lime
Miss Grace Borrailaile, daughter of
PRESIDENT OF
Col. and Mrs. John Borradaile. return sola here that will not pop, crack or
Glasses fitted for relief ot poor
See thot it is
ed home last night. Miss Borradaile iilister in the wall.
NEW MEXICO
nervous
and
vision, headache
hna li(.n Bttpniline tho Convent of specified In your contract.
at
Appointments
past
made
strain.
OPTICAL BOARD.
HAHN & CO.
Visitation at St. Ixnils for the
Vann's drug store.
two Years, and will probably return
Whitcomb Springs Detlgntful sum
again this fall.
mer resort, Is now open to the pub
lic. Good rooms, good meals, every
thing clean and nice. Bring your
families and come out and see us.
Mr. and Mrs. Thompson.

The Golden Rule Clothing Store
Saving
The Store for Style, Service and

o

O
5

Fine new line Pickard's Hand
Painted China just arrived.
We invite your inspection.
THE ARCH FRONT.

OF TRAINS.

2c

Dr.B. M.Williams
.DENTIST.

15, 1906.

1

T. Y. MAYNARD.

GEO. W. HICKOX.

the

SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
45c
2 lls. Fancy Creamery Bulter
20c
1 Pint
Jar of honey....
25c
2 Pkgs. of Force
.c
Iirge can of Cream
See our assortment of Men's Neg
ligee Shirts. We have a very
laree variety.
10c
12i,4c grade of jam
3 bottles of pickles
ioc
25c
2 cans of clams
25c
2 cans of California plums
Wo carry a stock of carpenters'
high grade tools.
0 c
Chili mac per plg
15c
2 lbs. of Ginger Snaps
i8c
Macaroni, per pkg
10c
grade of pumpkins
Our stock of camping supplies is one
of tho most complete to be found In
town.
THE MAZE.
Wm. Kleke, Prop.

FRIDAY, JUNE

CLOTHES SATISFACTION

F. F. TROTTER
Noa. 118 and 120 South Second

Satur-i-n

As June has but thirty days, at midnight tonight the sixth month of the
year will have passed Its halfway
The sun rose at 4:43, as it
point.
has dons for the last nine days and
will continue to do for the next six
days to come. The sun will sit at
7:17 this evening, this being the hour
and moment at which it set Wednesday and Thursday and at which It will
set tomorrow. On Wednesday and
Thursday sun time and mean time or
clock time were the same, but today
the sun began to be slow again; but
Wednesday, Thursday, today, Saturday and Sunday the difference was
and will be only small fractions of a
minute. The moon rose this morning
at 1:14. The weather has been warm,
bright and dry, with pleasant breeze
and little dust. J. K. Emmett, ths author of Dixie, died on this day, 1891.
ARRIVAL

CITIZEN.

Tennis Oxford, with rubber solos
and canvas uppers, either black or
White, for men, women and children,
50c, 60c, fi5c and 75e, at C. May's
sho store, 314 West Railroad

LOCAL AND

Partly cloudy tonight and
day, with local thunderstorms
northeast portion of territory.

EVENING

Albuquerque, N. M.

to

o

Whitney Company

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools.
Rakes
Mead Hay

U3, i

403

M

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

.

S. T. VANN, 0.

Ellin

THE

Palace

Diamond

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

Subscribe for the Gtuen and Get the News

Eye Sight

Specialist

All the newest novelties in
Wash Suits for Boys.
up-to-d-

I IB
Went Gold

it

.v..

E.

-2

window.

display

IWclNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to E. J. POST

&

COMPANY

M

H

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

CUT FLOWERS.

Adams & Dilgard

M

See Display
j

OurWindow

$3.50
Funeral Directors
121
Second

Embalming
Cor. Fifth

Is

Ave,

CaropartmeM

J
K

21S West Railroad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

Our Specialty

Street and Railroad

ij

llr

ccocoooooocoo

BE SHOWN

L WASHBURN CO.

company's

Hardware

M

$1.75

Nobby white mercerized Russian or Sailor
Blouse, 2
to 8 years; $3.25 and

See the picnic baskets In the Mcin

tosh

M

Ofc060eODCCeC0000

Boys' Russian or Sailor Blouse Suits, 3 to
8 years; brown linen

TO

II--

IVES, THE FLORIST.

$1.50

...

o

FRESH

ate

Boys' Russian Blouse Suits, 3 to 5 years;
fancy colors; only

ASK

ll

HSSHSSRailMIWtfHi

BOYS WASH SUITS

1-

fr'yB-i-

x

xxxxxxxxxxxxxx-xxxxxxxxxxxx-

NEW MEXICO

M

